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delay, form an opinion concerning the objectives' of
the Member States of the Organization and the re
sponsibilities each one of them is prepared to assume".1

4. Following this trend of thought, I thi~ that state
ments in this kind of debate can bt made With the utmost
clarity and simplicity if we examine the items. on the
agenda In-the light of the principles which inspired the
establishment of the United Nations in 1945. A cursory
glance at th~ first few pages o~ the Charter suffices
to show that Its postulates comprise what may be calt.ed
without exaggeration the first code in the world With
respect to' human rights, moral principles and prin
ciplesof good relations among nations for the purpose
of ensuring universal and las~in.g pea~e. Th~re are to be
found all the standards which, If dispassionately and
sincerely applied, could easily lead to the attainment of
theaims upon which the' Organieation rests. These
principles, with which you care aB, familiar" can be
rapidly summarized as follows: to save succeeding gene
rations from the scourge of war, to reaffirm faith in
fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of
the human person,as the creature of God, in the equal
rights of men and women and of nations large and
small; to uphold justice and respect for the obligations
arising from treaties and other sources of international
law; to promote social progress and better standards of
life for workers in larger freedom: to encourage
peoples to practise tolerance and to live together in
peace with one another as good neighbours'; to unite
the strength of the nations to maintain international
peace and security; to institute methods to ensure that
armed force shall no be used save in the"common in...
terest.; to employ international machinery for the pro
motion of the economic and social advancement of all
peoples; to take effective collective measures for the
prevention and removal of threats to the peace; to sup
press, by armedforce, if necessary, any acts of aggres...
sion or breaches of the peace; to settle by peaceful means
any situation which might lead to a breach of the peace f
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SPEECHgS BY MR. SOURDIS (COLOMBIA), MR. AM
MOUN (LEBANON), MR. JOOSTg (UNl'ON ~)F SOUTH
AFRICA), MR. EBAN (ISRAEL), MR. .ENTEZAM
(IRAN), MR. AL-JAMALI (IRAQ) AND MR~ Z;EINED-

DINE (SYRIA.) "

1. ,Mr. SOURDIS (Colombia) (translated from
Spanis/t): At the outset, may I discharge, the pleasant
duty of expressing to each and all the representatives
of Member States of the United 'Natlons.the gratitude
of my country, and particularly of the delegation which
I have the honour to lead, for the election of Colombia
to the Security Council. We shall endeavour, in the
Council, to further the aims which jt&'Stify the existence
of the United Nations, and we shall also try by all
means within our power to promote agreement among
the members of the Council and to see whether the
iron system which sometimes paralyses it by the fre
quent .use of the right of the veto may in this w~y
be eliminated.
2. I must also express to the Secretary-General, Mr.
·Tl'ygve Lie, my delegation's appreciation of the in
valuable service he has rendered to the cause of the
United Nations and our hopes that the problem which
has arisen as a result of his resignation may be satis
factorily settled.
3~ At, the fifth session of the General Assembly, the
head of our delegation, Mr. Roberto Urdaneta Arbe
Ia,ez, now President of Colombia, expressed our ideas
on the nature and scope of the,general-iebate in terms
which I Shall, if you will permit me, repeat in the
belief that they are most timely. I quote: "The practice
o,f beginning-sessions of the Assembly. with a general
.debateshould be recognized as affording the govern
ments represented here an opportunity to state early
in the session their attitude on the most important items
Qn~eagel)da:; thus an idea. may be obtained of the
general outline of the proceedings of the most impor
tant'organ. of the United Nations, and the world, anxi
ous to learn the views, of the Assembly, can without
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8. Turning to the specific items on the agenda, I pr()-.
pose to select and to say a few words about those which
the delegation of Colombia considers to be most im..
portent and timely, since for practical reasons it is
impossible to .review the whole of our heavy pro..
gramme of work, I propose, therefore, to glance brIefly
at the following: economic and .social meaS1:u'es; ad..
mission of new Members; the question of the Union
of South Africa; Tunis and Morocco; Korea and col..
lective security; the limitation of armaments.

9. I shall start with economic and social measures. I
should like to explain the Colombian delegation's views
with regard to the application of Article 55 of the
Charter in connexion with the economic development
of the under-developed countries to promote "higher
standards of living, full employment, and conditions of
economic and social progress and development". Colom
bia considers that these goals which the United Nations
seeks to attain by means of international co-operation
are essential to the maintenance of a genuine spirit of
international solidarity, understandingand co-operation.
The experience gained in the economic development of
Colombia which is now proceeding provides striking
proof of the value of international co-operation in this
matter. At the same time, the anticipated results of
the full development of our national resources show
how desirable it is that such co-operation should be
substantially and steadily increased.

10. The economic development of Colombia is being
carried out along the lines recommended by the United
Nations, since our effort-s to develop our economy are
being backed by financial assistance from 'both inter..
national bodies and private foreign investors and by
external technical assistance. 1 refer to the execution,
which is now proceeding, of Colombia'aprogramme
of national economic development, which was prepared
on the basis of the studies undertaken by the mission
'Sent by the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development and reviewed by a non-political committee
of Colombian economists. This programme is being put
into effect with the help of foreign loans and foreign
experts, which help has been obtained in conformity
with the spirit of the United Nations. The most im
portant loans are those made by the International Bank
{or Reconstruction and Development for the recon..
structionof trunk highways and the construction of the
river Magdalena railway, an undertaking of special
economic significance to Colombia, and the loan granted
'by the Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas to the Paa
del Rio iron and steel works> another undertaking of
the greatest importance. We have also received constant
assistance from the Export-Import Bank. As regards
technical assistance, many experts whose services have
been secured under agreements between my Govern
ment and the United Nations and specialized agencies
are in Colombia eo..operating in the execution of the
plan. Experts fttrnished bytlie Organization of Ameri
can States and the United States Government are also
co-operating. In its present development programme,
Colombia has thus received assistance from three dif.:.
ferent international programmes of technical assistance
-the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance
of the United Nations and its specialized agencies, thd
programme of the Organization of American States
and the Point Four programme.

"''''.''" .';
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to develop friendly relations among nations based on
resptct fotrth~ principle of equal rights and self-deter
mination·of peoples; to encourage respect for human
rights and fundamental freedoms for all without dis
tinction as to race, sex, language or religion; to £uHil
in good faith the obligations 'arising out of the United
Nations Charter; to settle all international controversies
by peaceful means; to refrain from the threat or use
of force against the integrity of independence of any
State; to give assistance in any action in accordance
with the Charter, and to refrain from giving assistance
to any State against which the United Nations is taking
preventive or enforcement action.

S. We shall not easily find a nobler, stronger or sim
pler statement of a body of international principles
capable, if applied, of preserving mankind from the
tragic and disturbing threat of war. When we consider
the work so far accomplished by the United Nations,
the enthusiasm engendered by the excellence of those
principles must inevitably be darkened with some degree
of scepticism in view of the patent fact that manY.' of
the previous declarations of nations have been for"
gotten, and even in some cases violated, by their
conduct. The Colombian delegation has, of course, no
~ntention of takin~ advantage of this getlt,ral debate to
make specific crltlcisms of particular countries, but it
is a faet that wherever we look we find that one or
more of these tundamental principles have been flouted.

6. ' In the FarEast,a peaceful country is the victim
of unprovoked aggression. Elsewhere we hear the pro"
tests of an oppressed tninority. In other parts of the
world there are peoples demanding that the principle
of self..determination shall be respected. Everywhere
there is a cry for more -effective economic and social
technical assistance while, as time goes on, the Iimlta
tionof armaments and subaequent disarmament seem
to be impossible. Does this mean that we have lost
faith in the great mission of the United Nations? It
does not ! As far as my 'country is concerned, my dele
gation can say, without false pride, that Colombia con..
tinues to have unwavering faith in the United Nations
and in the great future it will enjoy if we are prepared,
in the words of the Charter, to fulfil in good faith the
obligations we assumed on signingit at San Francisco.

7. Disheartening as these facts may be, the United
Nations has achieved one thing which in itself com
pens~~s for all the failures and discouragements and
sustains our confidence in the future of the world under
the guidance of the Organization. The old secret
diplomacy, in which only a few States participated, in
which public opinion played no part and the peoples
were ignored, has, thanks to the United Nations; dis..
appeared and been replaced by what may be called
an "open-door diplomacy", in which the wnole world
participates, with the peoples of the world as spectators
to judge our every action. The discussion of great
international questions in meetings open to all has the
inestimable advantage that our work is accompanied by
the building up of world public opinion, which is an
imponderableelement of enormous importance for the
satisfactory progress of world history. That fact alone,
even if there were no others, would of itself be enough
to confirm our unshaken faith in the efficacy of our
Organization and our confidence in its dazzling future.
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language which is crystal clear. In the same way, we
b~lieve that when the Security Council, owing to tb..e
circumstances already referred to, fails to reaoh agree"
ment on this subject, the General Assembly acqu.ires
competence to deal with it. One of the pdmary pur..
poses of the United Nations should be to achieve ab
solute universality, which is imposible unless all eoun
tries meeting the requirements of Articles 4 and 21
can be admitted. Such countries as Italy, Portu~~
Spain-though this last has not applied for admis~:<()n
-Austria and others, which have made so outstan(ling
and decisive a contribution to human progress .'that
the history of mankind could not have been written
without them, are excluded from the Organiza.tion. i

15. With regard to -the question of the Union of
South Africa, I have no intention of dealing with the
substance of this thorny problem, since there will be
an opportunity to do so in the committee, but I $hould
like to refer to it because the solution found is of tho
utmost importance to respect for the dignity of the
human person and the right of men to live itlfree"
dom which allows them freely to shape their own
destiny. I do not wish in any way to criticize the lllua..
trious South African nation, whose citizens have some
most excellent qualities, I wish only; without cdticiz..
i';1g or slighting an;yone, to place on,record my delega
tion's hope that WIth the co-operation and consent of
that nation, we shall find a just formula which wilt
in no way impair anotherprinciple of equal impomnce,
that of non-interference in the domestic affa1rs of
countries, to wbichColombia has faithfully adhered
since the first days of its independence and to which
it will continue to adhere.

16. The questions of Tunisiaand Morocco are similar.
Here we are concerned directly with the so-called
colonial policy, concerning which Colombia!. as a result
of its own history, has ideas and viewswhich I need
not repeat this afternoon. But although this historical
reason may seem inadequate to some, I should also
recall that the settlement of this problem is directly
related to another funeJamettfalpri11C.ipleof the United
'Nations. I fully realize, and I should like to say as
clearly as I can, that it is one thing to formulate prbi.
ciples in the abstract and another to apply them in
practice to concrete. cases, many of w.hieb present. corn-.
plications that cannot easily be dealt with. As in the
case of .South Afri~a, mY.' .delegation is r~~dy to co
operate In any solutIon which ula;y meet with the ap
proval of the parties concerned, because we are
convinced that only thus can we achieve lasting settle
ment ana preserve the essential principle of non""
interference.

17. As for the Korean situation, we may regard it
as the crucial question facing the Assembly at its
seventh session, since it is a sad fact that in tliat ques
tion every principle of the Charter has been violated;
at the same time, we can console ourselves with the
thought that there is 110 question in which the future
of the United Nations is so much at stake or in which
the prlncipal machinery for the preservation of world
pea.ce is being so thoroughly employed. This is not a
case of imperialist war or of war for purposes of con
quest. It is not a case of one national army fiJhting'
another. In Korea, perhaps for the first time 111 the
history of mankind, the principle of collective security

11. From the outset, the economic development pro
.gramme in Colombia has produced positive results con...
tributing towards the improvement of economic and
social conditionso For example, we have achieved real
economic and monetary stability and a steady increase
in agricultural and industrial production. These results
ate the outcome of. a great many co-ordinated measures,
including monetary control; exchange reform, selective
credit measures, rationalization of the budget, the free
ing of foreign trade and the provision of export in
centives. To carry out the plan, a national planning
committee, consisting of qualified statesmen belonging
to the leading political parties, has been set up. A very
important aspect of our economic development plan is
the encouragement of private foreign investments. With
this end in view, legislation was recently enacted ap
proving new regulations regarding foreign capital and
providing the broadest guarantees in regard to non
discriminatory treatment, complete freedom of invest
ment in all sectors and the right to export capltal and,
profits at any time. In view of these regulations and
existing conditions in Colombia, it'is reasonable to hope
that foreign private capital will make an increasingly
important contribution to out development.

12. At the present time, foreign investments hl Colom...
bia amount to over $400 million, and a great many
United States and European companies have started
operations in Colombia in the course of this year. Since
capital is by nature cautious and retiring, the figure
affords a striking indication of the social stability en
joyed by Colombia. Of course, the increase in foreign
investments also depends on factors beyond the control
of my country, such as the taxation imposed in the
United States and other countries on capital invested
abroad, which we should like to see reduced in the
interests of international economic co-operation. Given
the satisfactory results of the collective assistance fur
nished to the Colombian economic development pro
gramme, my delegation wholeheartedly supports any
action to strengthen such co-operation in the form of
financing from public and private sources and the pro..
vision of technical assistance.

13. As one effective example of international eo-opera..
tion for economic development, I must mention the
Success of the Expert Working Group on Iron and
Steel Industry in Latin America convened by the
Economic Commission for Latin America at Bogota
last October. Twenty American and European countries
sent delegations. of the most distinguished persons in
the realm of science, and there was a fruitful discussion
of eighty-five papers on conditiona and prospects in
this basic industry.

14. As regards the admission of new Members, the
Colombian .:delegation can only affirm the theory that,
under Articles 4 and 27 of the Charter, the Assembly
can admit a new Member 'even after a veto in the
Security Council, if the other members of the Council,
whether permanent or not permanent, voted for the
recommendation for the admission of the new Mem
ber. My delegation which has just received the high
honour of being elected to the Security Council by
one of the highest votes on record, felt bound to ex...
press its opinion on this subject. We cannot accept an
interpretation of those articles in accordance with other
criteria than those which they themselves define in
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24. Mr. AMMOUN (Lebanon) (translated from
French) : Every year since this Organization came into
existence, the confidence in it of the peoples of the
world has been put to a very severe test. Lofty prin..
ciples have been proclaimed, solemn resolutions adopted
but every meeting of the representatives of the nation~
has brought new disappointments and disillusionment
to the world. Mankind's hopes, expressed at San Fran
cisco, for a better world governed by the precepts of
inter~ation~l morality and the principles of justice, are
growing fainter day by day and at each session. What
is more, the threat of war is looming on the horizon and
the nations live in fear; in an atmosphere of extreme
tension. The instrument devised for the defence of
peace seems to be powerless before the mortal danger
of a new conflict.
25. This threat hanging over the world is paralysing
its economic and social development. A large part of
man's every-day labour is being devoted to military
preparations. and the financing of defence. The arma
ments race between the great Powers is bringing with
it .an additional outlay in capital and manpower which
might otherwise have been devoted to the economic
life and to general welfare. The great Powers are not
the only ones that feel the consequences of this outlay
of energy. All countries particularly those known as
the under-developed countries, are suffering very badly
from the shortage of raw materials and the rise in
prices.
26. It is said that the United Nations has done a great
?eal in t~~economic and social fields, but we are now
111 a position where the uncertainty of life in many
countries, and political anxiety, have dealt a heavy blow
to the plans of our Organization.
27. Must we believe, in the face of this failure in
the political as well as the economic field that our
Organization, which came to life at the e~d of one
of the m?s.t horrible wars and wa.s ~et up to prevent
any repetition of such events, had 10 It the seeds of its
own destruction; or should we not rather admit that
we ourselves have warped an Organization which was
perfectly designed to fulfil our aims? ..

28. This question comes before us in the midst of the
~l'~gic .Korean. war, which ~ay sp.read dangerously if
It rs not speedily ended. If, 111 the light of these events,
we Were collectively to examine our consciences as

2i6 Gener~ Aeeembly-Seventh Se$l5ion-Plenary Meetinge

and defence against aggression is being put to the with awe. and. fear the employment of a weapon of
test. The soldiers of the United Nations under the d str t' h' hid hUnified Command. are engaged. not in an l"nternat'!·o.nal .es uc 10n wr ic . may not on y en anger t e temporal" life o~ men but even threatens the spiritual destiny of
war, in the old meaning of that expression, but in what mankind.
should rather ~ called a p'oliceaction, to defend a
State agamst unJust aggression and to engage in open 22. My excuse for this digression is the profound
warf~l'e ~or the vic~or)' of t.he principles which guide anxiety with which the peaceful peoples of the earth
an'! mspire the United Nations.: It is this moral fact ~egard the p'resent frenzied armaments race. Only the
~.vhlCh confers upon the United Nations in its battle implementation of the recommendations of previous
m Korea an authority which should in itself have been 5:ssions of the General A.ssem.bly regarding the limita..
sufficient to bring the conflict to an end. tion of armaments and disarmament can deliver man-

kind from this horrifying prospect. .
18. Since, as the States 'which are now closing the 3
do.or to any possibility of concluding an armistice ad- 2. In conclusion, my delegation wishes to express

t th f . its most sincere wish for the success of the seventh
mi , e treatment 0 pnsoners of war is the only re- session of the General Assembly. We promise other
~aini:tW. obstacle, the ~olomb!an delegation can state Member. States to co-operate w.ith them by complying
its opmion on tl;l1s point briefly and precisely. We f 1 . I
consider that the prisoners should be released and re- un a termg y with decisions validly taken by the As-
patriated, not by force. but in accordance with sembly and by the representative organs of the United
h

. . ' Nations.
tell' wishes, We should like to express our earnest
hope that in the debate now proceeding on this matter
in the First Committee, a satisfactory formula may
be found to apswer the prayer of all the peoples of the
world that this tragic bloodshed may be brought to an
end.

19. I come now to the question of the limitation of
armaments. The intervention of a country like Colom
bia in a problem of such immense complexity as the
limitation of armaments and the resulting disarmament
may seem somewhat out of place, because it is not the
small countries which decide whether there is to be
peace or war. But the fact that Colombia is a Member
of the United Nations and one of the seventeen coun
tries whose troops and warships are serving under the
United Nations Unified Command and fighting the
Korean war to defend collective security against ag
gression qualifies me, I believe, to make a few corn-

. ments on this item on the agenda. Furthermore, the
fact that Colombia is a small country places it in the
happy position of being able to act with impartiality
and without passion. .

20. It has been said many times that if the great
Powers were to devote to the organization and main
tenance of. peace the energy they devote to preparing
for war, the destiny of man. would be changed and
the primary objective of the United Nations would be
much nearer attainment. Consider for a moment how
many social and economic schemes to raise the standard
ot living of the under-developed peoples could be sue
cessfttl1y completed with even a fraction of the sums
now bein~ spent by the great Powers for war-like pur
poses. It IS in the light of these considerations, of these
arguments, that manldnd must face the most tragic and
terrible of questions-the alarming development of
modern armament technique since science succeeded in
harnessing nuclear energy.

21. Man is the only animal in creation endowed to
some extent with the highly dangerous power of freeing
himself from the laws of nature and even modifying
them. The use of that power for good or evil sets his
greatest moral problem. For the first time, man is in
a position to make a weapon of such destructive power
that he can not only instantly destroy his enemy, but
may even end the history of mankind upon the earth
by annihilating the human race. It is tragic that not
even that prospect can make the great Powers regard
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of peoples, the equality of individuals. For the United
Nationscannot be anything but a. society of equals in
a universal democracy, as we are arid should be in
each of our individual countries equal citizens in a
national democracy. This equality whichtbe Charier
has emphasized by repetition and which constitutes, so
to speak, the very soul of our Organization, without
which it could not live, this sovereign equality, applicable
to all races, nations and individuala, carries with it
the triple corollary of non-discrimination on grounds
of race, respect for the rights of peoples and respect
for the rights of individuals.

33. ·What attitude has been adopted towards these
three related principles, which the Assembly certainly
had in 'mind when it drafted the two resolutions I
mentioned before? We realize that the racial problem,
with which we shall start, involves formidable diffi..
culties in certain countries, that it is the result of the
weighty heritage of centuries, that all peoples have
not reached the same stage of culture and social prog...
ress. But is not that an added reason for increasing the
efforts both on the national level and with the help of
the United Nations, to promote that ideal of equality
which is at the very basis of our modern civilization?
For our Organization can help to apply this principle
of non-discrimination on grounds of race, which is set
forth in the Charter, in an atmosphere of tranquillity
and serenity, by means of the friendly collaboration
which should prevail among the peoples and which is
one of the aims of the United Nations. Let us not then
reject this possibility of collaboration, let the countries
concerned .generously accept this help which is offered
to them.

34. In our view, the rights ofpeoples raise' two prob...
lems which deserve very careful consideration: the
right of peoples to become Members of our Organiza..
tion, and the right to self-determination, to decide their
own fate.

35. The right to membership in the United Nations
is one of the rights that Jean-Jacques Roussean or
Locke, had they thought of itf would have called a
natural right. But it is a right, a legal concept, which
is of as much interest to the United Nations itself as
it is to the country concerned, because its application
would ensure universality of membership. This concept
presided, as it were, over the birth of our Organization,
and if it is applied in a spirit of broad understanding
it should ensure the full development of the United
Nations. It is, in fact, one of the essential conditions
for the smooth functioning of the United Nations thq.t
the provisions of Article 4 of the Charter, re~rdirl.g
the admission of new Members, should be earned out
in the light of this concept of universality.

36. Obviously, in invoking this principle, we are in
no way suggesting that every applicant must be ad
mitted. Vi/hat we mean is that the criterion of ad...
tmission should be universally applied, so that all those
!tleserving admission should be admitted. In these cir
cumstances, is it not strange to see the United Nations
admit to membership a State which owes its origin to
violence, the boundaries of which are uncertain and
the territory undetermined, a State which has not yet
proved its peaceful aims, whereas other nations are
excluded, nations with glorious J.?a,sts,s~'Ch as Italy and
Spain, mentioned a short while ago, countries that

sincerely as possible, should we notrealize that we are
to a large extent responsible? Those who drew up the
Charter at San Francisco clearly Saw the aims we had
to pursue. They laid down the principles and provided
for the various institutions and organs designed c.to
achieve these aims. But have these principles always
been respected without reservation, have these organs
and institutions all been established and have they
functioned in accordance with the constitutional pro
visions of the Charter?

29. That is what it all comes down to, and I think
that we must hesitate about the answer. The General
Assembly has given serious attention to this question
since 1949. At its fourth session, it adopted a resolu
tion [290 (IV)]' entitled "Essentials of peace", in which
it stated that disregard of the principles of the Charter
was primarily responsible for the continuance of inter..
national tension.' The Assembly realized the necessity
of repeating that sericus statement at its fifth session,
in the resolution [377 (V)] entitled "Uniting for
peace", of 3 November 1950. Wehave, therefore, all
admitted in these two resolutions adopted in two suc
cessive years that the fundamental principles of our
Charter .have not been universally observed, and we
have twice emphasized that the non-observance of
these principles is the primary reason for the con
tinuance of international tension.

30. This, as I said, is a serious conclusion, but the
Assembly added to it another, no less serious, in its
resolution "Uniting for peace", namely, that the deci
sions of the United Nations were not being imple
mented. It stated its conviction that "enduring peace
will not be secured solely by collective security arrange
ments against breaches of international peace and acts
of aggression, but that a genuine and lasting peace de
pends also upon the observance of all the Principles
and Purposes established in the Charter of the United
Nations, upon the implementation of the resolutions
of the Security Council, the General Assembly and
other principal organs of the United Nations intended
to achieve the maintenance of international peace and
security". . .

31. In 'these circumstances, are we not entitled, each
time that one or several Members of the United Na
tions .fail to observe the principles that govern us or
the resolutions I have just mentioned, to confront them
with their responsibilities and urge them to reconsider
'their attitude? It is our earnest wish that the States
to which we must point out the need to observe a
certain principle or to implement a certain. resolution
could convince themselves that the UnitedNations is
acting solely in the higher interests of peace, the brother
hood of peoples and the happiness of mankind. These
States must in fact be convinced of this since they gave
their full and complete support to the two basic resolu
tions--"Essentials of peace" and "Uniting for peace"
-and thereby emphasized the great importance, the
absolute and vital necessity, of observing the principles
and decisions of the United Nations in order to ensure
the peace.

32. The principle which dominates the whole of our
international life is undoubtedly the principle of
equality. This basic principle goes to the very roots of
our Organization. It is the basis on which the United
Nations was built: the equality of races, the equality
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When specific disagreements arise as to the adequacy
of the progress being made by a dependent people tow..
ard self-government, the responsibility fot" settling such
matters lies in the first instance with those immediately
concerned. This is not to say that the United Nations
is without responsibility to assist in the achievement
of peaceful solutions."

41. As far as competence is concerned, it has been
said that Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter pro
hibits the United Nations from intervening in matters
which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction
of a State. But we know that the competence 'of the
United Nations tR the result of a partial abdication of
soverei~l1ty by Member States in favour of the Or..
ganization, I do not think that anyone wil1 ~ontest this
view, which was already accepted at the time of the
League of Nations. Consequently, while it is laid down,
in Article 2, paragraph 7, that the' United Nations is
not authorized to intervene in matters which are es..
sentially within the domestic jurisdiction of a State,
intervention is provided for in certain cases. These
cases are in the first place. governed by the provisions
of Article 73, on Non-Self-Governing Territories. No
one has contested the explicit right of the United Na..
tionsto supervise the action of the Powers which as..
sume the administration of these territories. But
reference should also be made to the text of Articles
10, 11 and 13, which provide that "the General As
sembly may discuss any questions Ot any matters within
the scope of the present Charter", namely, "any ques
tions relating to the maintenance of international peace
and security" or those which contribute to lithe realiza
tion of human rights and fundamental freedoms", These
articles, after all, merely promote the ideal of a society

. in which all nations will collaborate in a spirit of
solidarity for the common welfare.

42. 1t is true that by proclaiming the rights of the
less advanced peoples and placing them under its pro..
tection, the United Nations has also shown them how
to progress towards independence and the stages that
they must traverse along the sometimes lengthy road
that leads them to it. The freeing of Europe, shaken
by revolutions, did not take place in one day. And the
Charter, in its provisions which are applicable to the
whole world, has indicated the conditions which must
be fulfilled by Non-Self-Governing Territories in order
to accede to complete sovereignty. Unfortunately, the
criterion or independence, implying as it does various
concessions and basic reforms, still remains to be de
cided, That is why our discussions are sometimes
tinged with bitterness when we discuss this subject
with the administering Powers. ,

43. The more advanced States, which have been
granted the noble privilege of guiding the less developed
countries towards the, achievement of their legitimate
aspirations, have sacred obligations to the international
community, to history and to their own conscience.
It is to this national conscience of the great peoples,
to whom civilization owes so much, that we address
our plea for an era of collaboration between them and
the United Nations, in a work which is both political

, and profoundly human. .

44. After equality of races and peoples, come the
equality of .individuals and their fundamental rights.
No one can deny the importance of the work of draft-

, -.~ ' ,« ..
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gave birth to.·a. legal.,. system.. which, coming into its
full flower, in its own turn, gave birth-to our OrM
g-4ni~ation.? . By. Wh.at right do the Members of the
United Nations exclude these other members of the
international community'? At a time when protests are
being made against racial or religious discrimination,
and the United Nations is being called upon to put an

, end to such discrlmination, which still exists in most
parts of the world, we have here the United Nations
laving itself open to the charge of political discrlmina..."tion,
37. My delegation does not wish to ignore the diffiM
culties with which the question is ftaught in the' Sec
urity Council; neither does it for the moment wish to
consider what would be the best, if not the most effec..
tive, way of ending the deadlock. However,_ it does
wish toemphasiz~ that the doors of the United .Na
tions should be wide open to all peace-lovlng nations.
It will be a great day in the United Nations when the
countries which ate waiting on the threshold are finally
given a brotherly welcome.

3S.We now come to the right of peoples to self
determination, a right which is mentioned in the :e
quest submitted to the General Assembly con~ernmg
Tunisia and Morocco by the group of delegations of
which mine is one. This right, which was proclaimed
more than a century ago in two great revolutions, the
French Revolution for the SUbjugated nations of
Europe and the American Revolution for the colonies
of the new world, is today being extended to all nations
of the world through the Charter. After Europe and
America and responding to their call, Asia and Africa ,
are llOW' awakening. At the call of new ideas, a new
life is throbbing through these two vast continents.

39. The Charter, as I said, wishes to extend to all na
tions this right which was formerly limited to some
of them. Two hundred million' men await this happy
ending. The law-makers of San Francisco were trying,
as I said a moment ago, to create a universal society.
All the peoples of the world are included in the great
concept which led to the creation of the United Nations.
Even though certain. coun"ri~s were not considered fit
to belong to the United Nations as Members, because
they were less. advanced or under-developed, or for any
other reason, they were not excluded from the uni
versal society. They remain, at different levels, members
of the great international family, whether they be
bound by international treaties, placed under the
Trusteeship System, or simply classified as colonies.

40. While awaiting their independence, these coun
tries, these territoires, are under the protection of the
United Nations, o'f which they form an integral part.
We cannot, therefore, countenance this plea of lack of
competence which was put forward both with regard
to the problem of racial discrimination and to the claims ·
of Tunisia and :M:brocco. I take pleasure in recalling
these words of the leader of the United States delega
tion, T380th meeting], that no one "disputes the right
of a dependent people to ultimate self-government".
"That right", he said, "is enshrined in the Charter,
and the obligation to help fulfil that right rests with
each of us. '. .", And Mr. Acheson went on to say, m
~rder to express with even greater clarity his concept
of the competence of the United Nations: "What is
the proper role of the United Nations in these matters?

I
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iug and the publicity w~ich the United. Nations is
carrying on in that connexion, As I pay tribute to that
assiduous and fruitful labour, I should like to express
the hope that all States will do their best to grant the
earliest possible enjoyment of these rights both to their
own nationals and to the populaticns whom they ad..
minister.
45. So far as we are concerned, in Lebanon, we have
extended human rights to their utmost limit by grant
ing women the right to vote.
46. I shall not further prolong this review Qf the
pl'inciples based on the equality of races, peoples and
individuals, the non..observance of which has been rec..
ognized as dangerous to the peace of the world.
47. But we have been told that the failure to, carry'
out Un!ted Natjons re~0lutions1 si?1,ilarly we!1ke~\s t~e
foundatIOns of international security, That IS ttue 10
the case of more than one resolution. I do not want
to return here to the resolutions on Palestine refugees,
a question which has been discussed, at length in the
Ad HQC Political Committee and which will be taken
up again when the report of the Conciliation Com
mission 'for Palestine is examined.
48. Need we, however, recall, session after session,
the fatnousresolution en Jerusalem [303 (IV)], or
should we henceforth be silent on the matter? Even
had we wished to remain silent, Israel's action would
have broken the silence. On the eve of this session,
it decided to transfer its Ministry of Foreign Affairs
from Tel Aviv to jerusalem, For once, the Powers
reacted energetically, and the half..executed decision
was revoked. Nevertheless, the failure to carry out this
decision endowing Jerusalem and its territory with an
international regime is not only a challenge to the
United Nations, it is also a constant threat to peace
and a dangerous example which already perhaps' has
had unfortunate consequences. The example and the
consequences concern us most in our present discussion.
For the occupation of the territory of Jerusalem by
armed forces constitutes an act of aggression, in the
legal meaning of the word, which has so far gone
unpunished. My delegation had occasion to stress that
in the discussions on the Korean problem. Indeed, if
the system of collective security had been employed
to repel aggression in the case of Jerusalem as it was
employed two years later in the defence of South Korea,
the aggression against the latter might never have taken
place. Let us limit ourselves to that reflection and
analyse the last question we raised.
49. Have all the agencies and organizations intended
to achieve the aims of the United Nations been set up,
and have they all functioned in accordance ", with the
provisions of the Charter? On the whole, we should
say that they have not. And the resolution of which
we have already spoken more than once, entitled
l'Uniting for peace", also concerned itself with that
question by deciding to replace the Security Council
by the General Assembly for the implementation of
collective security. Clearly, the General Assembly was
not satisfied with the working of the security system
set up by the Charter. Nor can the Powers have placed
their trust. in it, since they fell back, to ensure their
defence, on regional pacts. Yet that resolution em
phasized that to ensure a lasting peace it was not
enough to conclude collective security agreements

I
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against breaches of internatiol1a1 peace and acts of
aggt:ession. It should be remembered, too, tbat it wa~
the !?oor functioning or the lack of a system of collec
tive s ,security under the L<:ague. of Nations ~hich }ed .
1.\~·?the Second World War. It IS somewhat dlsturbtng
to compare the tWQ crops of regional pacts, one today',
the other on the eve of the last war, concluded to,com...
pensate for the weaknesses and failures ()%collective
defence. That concept of collective se~urity, the re~ult
of centuries of experience, which aims at te-establishi~g
peace in this world tor!'! by dissension and ~rievQJ1~ con..
flicts, is thus subjected to a JileW test, ~oltowir-g that
of the League of Nations, on the result of which the
future of our Organ.ization. and th~.t of humanity for
many generations will depend. .
50. If it is to be strong and respected, this institutiok'l;
which is in spite of everything the best weapon.of
defence we have against aggression,p-lust fitndi~n
whenever peace is threatened or broken. It .has been m

. Korea. But, as we have pointed out. it is not in Korea
alone that peace has been endaugel'ed.I£ the United
Nations is to be strong in Koreaor in any other place
in which it may have to exercise its attthotity; it must
not give the impression, true or false, that its action
is based on any considerations other than those of
reason and law.
51. This institution should also have been supple..
mented by an organ envisaged i.n the proyisions, of ~e
Charter, namely, a strong standing army m the service
of the United Nations and its objectives of peace. It
is true, as I have already pointed out, that the setting
up of an International army, which would be a symbol
and organ of United Nations authority, is dependent
on the military and moral disarmament of the Powers.
Conversely, disarmament appears to be acceptable to
certain Powers only if that army, the guarantee of their
security, has first been set up. In this vicious circle in
which the United Nations finds itself, the provisions of
Article 43 et seq. of the Charter, remain~ dead letter.
Are we to assume that these provisions have never
been, and in the present state of the world can never
be, more than a Utopia, an impossible dream of the
legislators of San Francisco?
52. It would appear to be due rather to the ~isap·
pearance of the spirit of San Francisco, or even more
of that of the atmosphere of Yalta, Why should th~t

be, if not because the principles embodied in the p~~
amble to our Charter are not observed, or are not~.nl"
versally applicable? Although valid in one case, they
appear not to be in another. That leads to the emer
gence of areas of strife and, insecurity, to conflicts al·
most everywhere in the world: in Asia, in Africa and
in Europe. For, Whatever we may think of it, the world
is everywhere divided, and I do ilot refer only to the
great ideological division'which separates it into two
groups, but to divisions within these two groups.
53. Among the causes of the world's unrest, should
we not include the economic cause? The Belgian repre
sentative, Mr. Van Zeeland, spoke '[392 meeting]
with great authority ofe the economic problems facing
Europe. We should have liked economists of his stand
ing to deal with the problems of other parts of the
world.. .

,L

54. Speaking of the division of the world into two
great financial areas; the dollar area and the non..dollwtt
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have been paid. from: this rostrum to tlrose whQ;Wtt"
responsible for .the planning and the ton$itruction· o.~.
our permaneat headquarters. 'fo them, and to thos.1
under whose direction and guidance this gigantic task
was pe~fonned, we owe a debt ...of gratitude-and" X
should Uke to place onrecord my C.;oycrnment's recogni..
tion of the efficiency with'which tht\t task was executed.
We now are permanently ho.used. 9ur wanderings and
temporary arrangements, Since 1945, have often had
unhappy consequences for our respective excheqtters.
They cotrld not, also, but have had an unsettling effect
on our Organization-and the mere 'fact that we haye
n0'Y moved,into our ,permanent headqu~rter$ may, t
believe, enable-us to settle down and bttdd solidlYdn

, t~e foundations which were so wisely laid at San Fran...
C1SCO.

62. If there is one thing that characterizes' the de
velopment 0 f the United Nations during the years since ".
San Francisco, it is the gradual loss of faith by the
many millions, the peoples of· the United Nations, 1n
the futl'ire of the Organization. During 'the yeare:'4·lothe
difficultyears.......since San Francisco, the hope andthe
f~itl}, ythich was.inspired by our ~ounder$,h.as gradually .
diminished, until today there 1S uncertainty-c-uncer,
tainty .on all sides-s-whether the United. Nations can
everfulfil its ~at1yprornise of creating the conditions'
and relationships which are essential if the world is to
hay,e pea~e, ~nd mankind is. to have that sense of sec.. U

urity which 1S necessary for a full and fruit£1;tl life.

63. How could it be otherwise? For how could we
expect.thatfaith to,continue unimpaired when,we con
sider the facts. which surround us, when we observe
the' continuous process of' estrangement, so clearly re..
fiected in our debates, the mounting tensions, due not
only to major differences but also to the prosecution
of minor feuds and rivalries? When we see all this,
how can we expect the peoples of the world to con"
tinue believing-s-belleving with: unshaken faith-that
on its present course the United Nations will ever
achieve the high purposes for which it was created?
64. And yet, despite these doubts and fears which
beset them, the peoples of the world continue to look
to the United Nations as their best hope of achieving
world peact~ and security. The Charter, as drafted, at
Sari Francisco, contains all the essential elements to
permit of the full development of this Organization into
an effective means of ensuring international harmony.
The Charter' contains the essential elements to enable
us to become the most effective bulwark of peace and
securit-..~ ,~ c:;:;-,"=.-iy.

65. It is therefore not so much the Charter which is
at fault. It was framed in a spirit of goodwilt!£rld
co-operation at San Francisco. It established, voliga
tions-e-and included certain. safeguards-and the test
of the failure or success of our Organization lies in
the manner In which we live up to these obligations
and "respect these safeguards. It is for us, and es
peclally for those who, in consequence of their larger
experience, and influence, have been entrusted with
l~adersh;p, to ensure that we do not stray from that
c\~urse charted by our founders, in search of other
goals which will vitiate our efforts to achieve the
p~imary"objective of the Charter, and by so doing lead
to certain failure and the inevitable ultimate disintegra"!
n.on/6f the United Nations.

area...he otnp1aasi'Zed that the position of, a crediitol'
~pJie$ dttU($ and, oblig~donsas'\ well as rights. For
Etlh'ape, one coasequenee of that divis-ion was the Mar
shall 'plan. But tlaat was for Europe alone. Neverthe...
less, it has been continually repeated that the countries
of the world are all definitely interdependent from an
economic point of view. It is in the lnterests of all to
pQudttt that. .
55. Allow me also to bring to the Assembly's atten..
ti9!! another problem of world scope,. which we may
calf economic justice. For there is an economic justice,
Which prescribes that ~ree access for all peoples to tll.e
resources of the world should be facilitated and that
all countries should be given an equal share in the
production of the world to which they contribute.
56.The~~ ate countries, however, in particular the
undeveloped, countries,. in respect of which a balance
has not yet been achieved between. the contribution
they make and tb,e profits they receive.•Praiseworthy
e:ff9rts have certainly been made on their behalf. The
techni~al assist~tlc~ given them b~ the Fo~d and Agri..
culture 'Org:ant~atio~ of theDnited ~at1ons, by the
United Nations and hy certain countries, led by the
United States, with its generous contribution, deserves
due recognition.. .,

57. But there is a great difference between these dif
ferent countries. The statistics of pfJr capita national
income are most informative in this regard. Thus, in
the' United States, the per capita national income is
nearly $1,500; in Europe, it varies between $23t~ and
$850~ and in Asia it is is nowhere higher than$lZ5,
excep~ in Le~anon where, at ~140, it is slightly higher
than ID Brazil, . .

$8. These figt.\'tes speak-for themselves, "Ve have been
told here that more than balf the peoples of the world
are under-nourished and many others on the verge
of. famine. Is not the vast difference in national pro
ductivity largely due to the fact that the natural re
sources of the under-developed countries and the raw
materials they produce have not been sufficiently utilized
for their profit? Most of these countries make a great
contribution to the production of raw materials. Are
they all equitably remunerated fOI" it? That is the crux
of the problem, the problem of the better distribution
of wealth, which the..United Nations must consider in
order to find a solution which will safeguard the rights
of all.

>:l~""-

59. The clouds that are now darkening ~il1e horizon
cannot hide from us this other aspect ()f the life of the
international community~., Economic problems, just as
much as power politics, have been at the origin of the
two vgreat wars which have endangered civilization.
Along with the safeguarditlg of peace, it is the promo
tion of well-being and economio justice which must,
for the common good, remain the highest objective
of the United Nations.
60. If, for the common good, we fervently dedicate
ourselves to this objective, no one may apply Berg
son's words to us and our Organization.whose benefits
we wish to extend to the whole world: "In our over..
grown bodies, the soul has remained too small".

61. .Mr. JOOSTE (Union of South Africa) : First
of all, permit me to take this opportunity to associate
the South African delegation with the tributes which

1 .~.
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the 'bestnlean,g :of ;ensuring wotldpeaee.,An4 it is tb.-.
view'ofm:r .Govel'lnmen't that wesbou:ld, ttnder proS'tnt
woddcondition:s, direct all out' efforts te· the' attait1~
ment of this fu'ndamental objectlve; If, by dissipatt:ng
oar energles in other, less .profi~able and $,Qmedmes
dangerous, directions, we should' lose sight of this'·ob-.
[ective, the. U.u.ited N.ati.ottc;. wo.Ul.d lO$.e its. real Ptrr.J:~0SC
and undoubtedly would rlJn the dan:gero£ beeoR11,uig'j
not, th~ virile. and al1~imp,ortaRt inter~atiGn~J, ,p~~n

. whlch.!t was Intended t? be, lbut.tathet.a'pr~p~~~d~
( i~r'u~ for the pros~cut:Q.n, Ia ~h~ .g;J?Otltght t)f'·~«t~"
publiCIty, of. the relatively .uttitllportant lat1ds· :;tnd
rivalries to which I have already referred. It is agaittJt
this danger, this danger.of. the O'rgat:J.i~atiQn d~geneJtat..
ing into a propaganda forum, that we have to guard.
72. It is essential, therefore, that we .~eek'$Q~~j ea:rly
T.eme... dy .·again.. st l'I.!.h.•e ,p.~es..e.. nt d.a.•. n.. ger..o.. ~...s ,tJ6ttd.•.. 'n.c.y.~.'.'. ,.0£dealing 1U the U 1~lted Nations wlth matters wh:tob~n-
not be solved he le and which only s~rve tQ. e~~c~J;'h~te
fe~l~!Jgs and so ~\\ilitate. a&ainst .t~e achieve~ellit.of; our
primary common \goal. If Internation.. al co-operation for
the purpose of re\~dering the world secure against ag
gression is to retri:~in our objective, this tendency will
haveto be discouraged,' And this we can do. We can '
do so by refusing tp dealt in the United Nations with
matters which do U9t fall .within the purview of the .
Organization. We can do so also by limiting, as far as
possible, our agenda~r-which in any] case is becoming
increasingly unrealisti:c-to matters on which we can
co-operate. This would, in the view of my •Govern.~
ment, enable us to accustom ourselves to the Idea and
practice of •working tpgether,and thus to create a
climate which would be, more conducive to a sober ap- t>

proach to problems en 'Which major d'tfferences exist
and which require the aggregation of ttttedip10macy
and statesmanship availab~~ to this Organization. ,
73. • This is not the. first \~ccasion on'w'hi~h a South
Atflcan representative has\\ .drawn attention to" .the
danger of continuiJ.lg, year after year, to place (jiJ. Q~
agenda matters which do not 'belong there and the dis
cussion of which, apart from\'!?eing improper, in cer
tain instances, clearly threatens cc;>-operafion andbeatthy
relations between Member Stat~s, We have done so
often enough, for we are not w'ithout experieace in
this matter, having been" theviqtims duri:t\g:Yevety
single session of this dangerous practice. Our domestic
affairs, or rather a distorted version of them, have tim~ o

and again been paraded in this Organization in a most
improper manner at the \blustan:ce of people who,'by
doing so, have not hesitated to sow the seeds of discord
when it was .their solemn 4uty .11nder the Charter' to
seek harmony and.co-operation, They have, of coaeser:
been aided in their effottsalso by those <who neglect no
opportunity 'toexploitthe"prpblems of others in order
tn promote their own subversivepollcies,
74.\ This year. ~.gain, "%out~ \'t;t,ri~n issues figUre
largely on. the agenda........m our view·'Imptoperly ,so...1
had not intended to allude" to them .today, but' two 1

days"ago We heard a statement itl~tbis debate and f'tbM
this rO$trtifu in which the domestic atfair$ of South
Africa were discussed in a J:rtAt!ner which' must llave
shockedomariy . of those .present. i, In that sta:teD;1~nt
[3931'd meeting1, the repr'es~ntative O'f ,. I.pdiasoog1:rt to'" 'I

exploit certai'n events ~n. the Union of South, A:fnoij~ ,.'
events whicH might. llever have .. occurred:kadit °bd't
b~ert fat .the sustained intervenHon in our 'atffilitsby

i1 ..
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I tSe. .The United Nations was created forjth~~rimary
pit.rpose.of mai.ntaining intel'uational peace. and $ecu'r,ity~
Tllat system of collective security is the keystone in
aur Charter, and it is to the developm~nt of that sys
tem .tllat we must apply ourselves assiduously, ataU
tlm~s eschewing anything and everything which can
militate, against success ill achieving this all..important
obJective~. t,

67. We~n sueceed-e-as Indeed we "must-if:'we ate
to. keep faith. w.·Ith t.hosewh.0 look to 1.1.$ fOl' .peace.
This Organization. has already given proo2 of ,what it
can do, It has already shov~j{that it·can deal effectively
with real threats to the peace. I need but refer to the
assistance rendered by it in restoring peace in Greece
and in terminating armed conflict in Palestine. I need
also but refer to the action taken by the Uhited Na-

. dohs In repelling aggression in Korea, which is per
, haps the best proof we have that this Organization,

given the loyal support of its Members and firm
. leadership by those entru~ted withjn#iative,can still

become a real and effective guarantor of peace and
security for the future,
68. In order that this may happen.however, it is
essential that that unity of purpose to which wepledged
ourselves originally 'should be achieved. The present
.conflict in Korea demonstrates how sadly this unity of
purpose is still lacking. Let me say at once that some
of our Member States have, of course, been precluded
by circumstances peculiar to their own cases from par
ticipating actively, and I have no wish to say anything
which could be construed as implying criticism of them.
But is it not true that there are Member States which
have chosen to follow a singularly neutral course, as
though the present struggle were one with which they
were not directly concerned? In fact, have we not had
to witness how~some Member States have seen fit to
obstruct this great task undertaken by the United Na
tions in order to fulfil its promise to combat aggression
-wherever it might occur? Have we not seen how, in
certain cases, they have even seen fit to heap calumny
on those who ate sacrificing their lives in order that the
United Nations may be enabled to give effect to the>
solemn undertaking explicit in our Chatter? c/

69. No one any longer doubts that had. the United
Nations refused to act in Korea as it did act, the sys
tern of collective security, which is basic in our
existence, would have become meaningless and the
Organization itself robbed of its main purpose and its
real value.
70. 1 may perhaps explain that it was this considera
tion which led my Government to decide to make its
contribution, a modest contribution in relation to that
of certain other Member States, but a contribution as
real and as effective as my country's limited resources
would permit. It was because of this consideration that'
the Union of South Africa decided to participate
actively in .. an area so distant an,d in which we could
have no direct military responsibilities. It is also be
cause of this consideration that the Union of South
Africa has assumed extensive military commitments
in other parts of the world--I refer, of. course, to the
Middle East and to Africa. .
('I. Let me repeat, therefore,that, given the widest
$upport of its Members, the ,United Nations can be
come an effective instrument of collective security and
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the Organization to be exploited for, purely partisan
political, ends. " ,

79.. When oU~.founders .met at Sa.n Francisco, they
realized that this system. of collective security could
not be brought about by mere inscription in the Charter.
They realized that, In order to bring it about, it would
'hie necessary to rely upon a great partnershlp based
upon aslncere desire to work together, THey knew,
however, that such a partnership w.:)uld comprise many
peoples, znany races of different cultures and different
traditions, and that these differences would continue to
exist. They conceived it essential that, in order to en.. '
able it to perform its great task, this Organization ahould
be created and should set about its work in such a
manner as to reconcile natural differences as far' as
possible, In the Charter they therefore told us what we
should aim at and they also told us what we should
avoid and not do. History had shown that the inter..
play of cultural and other forces had almost invariably
been accompanied by clashes of one sort or another.
If we were to work together, we should have to respect
the differences which were and ate peculiar to the dif..
ferent groups, peoples and races which comprise the
United Nations.

80. ,Th~refore, in, pursuing our great common goal
of bringing peace and security to the world, we should
at all times be aware of these things and ensure that
these differences do not obtrude themselves on the
performance of our common task.

81. I have not sought to make a long speech. I have
merely desired to state simply and clearly the dangers
inherent in the course upon which this Organization
appears jo have embarked, and to ask that we return
to the Charter which was drafted at San Francisco,
as well as to the spirit of mutual good will and eo
operation which then existed. I have also desired to
suggest 'that we seek to build on that Charter and in
that spirit in order that we may achieve the high pur
pose for which the United Nations was primarily
created.

Mr. Carias (Honduras); Vice~P1'esident:J took the
Chair.

89. Mr. EBAN (Israel): It is difficult to remember
a time when the United Nations confronted greater
dangers to itself and to the cause of universal peace
than those which crowd, in upon it at this grave hour.
If we rise from our deliberations without an earnest
effort to advance towards agreed settlements of inter..
national issues, we sball not have served our destiny
01" risen to the full level of our cherished trust. All
delegations should be haunted by these perils and tt~
lifted by the contrary prospect of salvation 'which would
burst upon our anxious world if we were able to chart
Some course of reconciliation through the conflicts and
rancours of our times. We shall find no easy formula.
There is no way of relieving the general t~sion except
by encouraging agreements on the, specific issues of
which it is composed, The Israel delegation will make'
its, chief contribution to the work of the General As
sembly by '0,'ffering detailed lines of action to o,urrlMain
Committees which are engaged in the discussion of
specific political \,ssues. ,

83. For. these reasons, and for motives of restraint
concerned with the tensions 01 cur region, it was not
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the Indian. Government. In fact, the-representativeof
India went so faras to' state. in the most unmistakable
terms 'that those~ho~tedeli~erately breaking the ia'Ys
of my t01.1ntry have 'ti1.e ,bleSSing of her country. This,
QfCOUfSe, we have known all along, but to repeat that
.blessing from this rostrum, was a, most-reckless disre.. ,
gal'Q fOf' the principles, of tbe Charter and the pur..
POSC$ for which the United Nations was founded.

75. May lp, in this connexion, refer the General As..
semhly to one paragraph Qf the resolution "Peace
through deeds" [r8s(Jl~dion 380 (V)] which it passed
in 19501 That paragraph reads: . .

"The Gffneral Assembly, ..
tISolemnly reaffirms that, whatever the weapons

used, any aggression, whether committed openly, or
by fomenting civil strife in the interest of a foreign
Power, or otherwise, is the gravest of all crimes
against peace and security throughout the world",

If the delegation of India supported this resolution-s
as I believe it did-how does India' ~~conci1e thatsolemn
affirmation which I bave just read with its present
action of inciting civil disobedience in my country?

\'

76. I&~ any case, I mayperhaps just add that bad it
not been for the, acrimonious discussions of our affairs
in this Organization, the Union of South Africa and
the other countries concerned might not have drifted
so far apart as they are today.

77. And ours are by no means the most serious prob
lems. There are' problems with which it is correct for
the United Nations to deal, and in fact with which it
must deal, whicb constitute an infinitely greater threat
to international co-operation, and in some cases even
to world peace, It is with these problems, with these
disputes and differences, that the 'United Nations must
deal in order to carry out its primary task of pro
moting international harmony and of maintainin« inter...
national peace. All other matters, in so far as_~is Or
ganization is concerned, 'should be subordinated to
those problems, and it is to render the atmosphere more
conducive to their solution that we should avoid, at all
times, the acrimonious discussion here of minor dif
ferences which could" in any case, be settled more
readily outside the United Nations-even though in
certain cases the United Nations is empowered by the
Charter to deal with them.

;8. It is flue, of course, that these major problems to
which I have referred are in the main the responsibility
primarily of the great Powers, btrt when 'they are placed
before the United Nations they become our common
concern, It is then that the aggregate of wisdom, of
diplomacy and of statesmanship in this Organization
is invoked in order to seek solutions and settlements,
in the absence of which international relations continue
to be charged with dangerous, tensions. And it is in
order that this' fundamental.taskfuii-y be rendered less
impossible than it would appear to be today that we
should guard agaJnst unhealthy practices, including the
abuse of this .rostrum ior the purpose of making
speeches designed not so much to seek solutions or to
'bridge differences as to derive benefits' of a purely
propaganda nature, It would be wrong, I think, to draw
the analogy of _the United .Nations being the town

, meeting 'of the world too, closely if by that we permit
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87. The Niirnberg trials had been hailed as a great
advancetowards universal law because they recognized
and confirmed the responsibility of individuals who,
as leaders of nations, embarked upon aggression and
violated the universal peace. But the Luxembourg .
meeting extended the frontiers of that advance; It laid
it down that the people, in whose name the initiative
for launching war is taken, bear the collective .re..
sponsibility for all that follows from that initiative
and for ail the sequ.ence of blood and suffering inflicte,d.
by the aggressor in his a~~ack and by the defender in
his response. When the \~oncepts of retribution and
responsibility begin to attach to international crime as
surely as they attach to individual crime within our

.separate societies, shall we not begin to see the portents .
of a n~w world order regulated by legal penalties and
restraints! The conclusion, .therefore, of the Luxem..
bourg treaty naturally evoked a deep and unanimous
echo of applause in all the free countries of the 'World.
It was plain that the conclusion and implementation
of this treaty constituted a deep and inescapable neces
sity, not merely for Germany and for Israel, but for
the conscience of mankind.'

88. Into this bilateral treaty between the Govern..
ments of Israel and Germany, into a matter which is
none of their business and none of their concern, into
a situation in which they lack the remotest right or title
to interfere, the Arab Governments have now intruded
with prejudice to thesovereignty of the signatory gov
ernments and with an abuse of the United Nations
forum in order to magnify the echoes of this inter.. !I
vention, ' .

89. The Foreign Minister of Egypt, speaking at this
rostrum [395th meeting], took it upon himself to assert
that Germany and Israel had no right or title to con
clude the agreement which they have concluded. If
the territories of Israel and Germany were Egyptian
colonial possessions, the Egyptian Foreign Minister
could not have spoken with a more lordly and arbitrary

. decisiveness a~out what treaties tpey might or might
not agree to Sign.

90. But the speeches here do not exhaust the story.
They are part of the pressure campaign conducted by
the Arab League in Bonn in an effort to persuade the
German auth'Jlli.les not to honour their signature, and
thus to bri'.l.g an indelible disgrace upon mankind in
the Issue which, more than any other, affects the moral
health of our generation. The avowed object of this
pressure is to cause a violation by Germany of its tfio'St
compelling international obligation. to prevent any at
tempt at departing from the nazi tradition which has
afflicted the life of the German people, to perpetuate
the atmosphere and sentiments of nazism by opposing
their voluntary expiation, and to do all this by &rbitrary
diplomatic intervention and by a threat of economic
sanctions and political penalties. ..

91. The General Assembly will observe that Arab
States, Members of the United Nations, have threat
ened to apply sanctions to the German Government if
that Government does no.~ violate its international !i)bliiga
tions, Thus the Arab League stands ready to aj;>ply a
new and mournful system of international morality :
they will punish attempted virtue; they will,1oeward·
the maintenance of an international crime. Within "ou.t
separate States, the effort by any citizen to carty i01t(t
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my purpose until a. few hours ago to participate in
this general discussion. Those who have listened to the
speeches made here on behalf of Ara.bGoverolments
will have observed with regret that this sense of re..
straint has not been reciprocated. We note with deep
concern that these governments appear resolved to
maintain the original atmosphere of the armed ag"
gression which they launched against Israel five years
ago. They refuse to give home or shelter to their own
kinsmen whose plight they wantonly ca1.l~;f.;u.r -and now
deliberately perpetuate. But to these far(~.LL"r themes
of intransigence; they have now, in five speeches-two
in the general debate and three in committee-added
another: the unwarranted intervention, beyond their
right or legal competence, into the treaty recently con
eluded''between the Government of Israel and the Fed..
eral Republic of Germany.

84. This treaty; signed within the past few weeks,
constitutes one of the most remarkable episodes which
has taken place, this year in the ·iaternational life of
this, or indeed of any other, generation. Historians of
the future will pause in wonder when their eyes alight
upon that solemn and silent encounter which took place
upon the friendly soil of the Duchy of LttA.~l1bourg
between representatives of Israel and the Federal Re..
public of Germany. .

85. It was a moment unique, in the moral history of
civilization. It evoked the fresh and poignant memory
of the most fearful crimes ever committed in a ghastly
revolt against man's essential humanity. Six million
of our kinsmen, men, women and children, had been
rounded up like cattle, crowded into trains, neatly and
diabolically classified into categories and age groups
there were special trains of special design for children
-and then in circumstances'calculated to be most re..
volting to human dignity, were slaughtered, beheaded,
asphyxiated in cold blood,and their remains devoted
to satisiy the chemical deficiencies of an aggressive war
machine. In the sequel of Allied victory and at the
Niiruberg trials, an astonished humanity gasped in in..
credulity when the curtain went up upon this hideous
scene. Along with the slaughter there had been an
odious campaigno£ degradation. The fame, the pride
and the repute of the Jewish people, the oldest family
of the human race, had been foully attacked. Behind
the smiling villages and the gleaming cities of Central
Europe and Eastern Europe, ostensibly the symbols of
an ordered and merciful civilization, there had opened
up a dark abyss of perverted hatred into which millions
of our people had been pulled to their doom.

86. These memories of anguish, this unlimited ocean
of blood and tears, were the sombre background of the
Luxembourg encounter. The guilt was too extreme for
any human forgiveness. The sorrow was too vast for
any expiation. Yet within those limitations, an alert
human conscience would see much significance in that
meeting and in that treaty, It marked the ultimate
Victory of justice over brute, force, of weakness over
strength and 'of responsibility over arbitrary and tyran
nical impunity. For. the first time in its bloodstained
.martyrdom, the JewIsh people were able, as a result of
Israel's renewed sovereignty; to receive the public
penitence of its most savage foe acting under the
dictates of.a tormented conscience.

~
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96. On 1 September 1951, at 'the 558th meeting, the
Security Council examined Israel's complaint, and
adopted a resolution without dissent. The resolution
recalled that, in a previous resolution relating to the
conclusion of armistice agreements between Israel and
the neighbouring Arab States, the' Council had drawn
attention to the pledges in these agreements against any
further acts of hostility between the parties; it recalled
further its reminder to the States concerned that the
armistice agreements to which they were parties con..
templated the return of permanent'peace, and therefore
urged them and the other States in the area to take an .
such steps as would lead to thesettlement of the issues
between them. The Security. Council went on to affirm
that since the armistice regime, which had been in
existence for nearly two and a half years, was ofa
permanent character, neither pa,rty could reasonably
assert that it was actively a belligerent or required to
exercise the right of visit, search and seizure for any
legitimate purpose of self-defence. Therefore the Sec..
urity Council found that the maintenance of these
blockade practices was inconsistent with the objectives
of a peaceful settlement between the parties, that SUch

. practice was in. abuse of the exercise of the right of
visit, search and seizure, and that these practices could
not in the prevailing circumstances be justified 011 the
ground that they were necessary for self..defence. The
Security Council called upon Egypt to terminate all
these restrictions on the passage of international corn
merce and goods wherever bound and to cease all
interference with shipping and with the free passage
of goods.
97. Israel will, of course, utilize its specific rights
under that resolution. Here I am more concerned with
its broad political and juridical effects. I am aware
that many 'governments represented here are .under
constant pressure by Arab States to adapt their own
policies towards Israel so as to conform with the ob..
jectives of the Arab boycott and blockade, I am confi
dent that all tliose governments will understand, from
a readi~~ of this resolution, and indeed of. the Charter
of the united Nations itself, that they would here be
invited to participate In hostile and aggressive actions,

98, I suggest in seriousness that it is not for. other
governments within the United Nations, or outside it;'
to model their attitude in this question on that of the

. Arab States. On the contrary, it is the right and
bounden duty of the United Nations to require most
insistently that the Arab States shall bring their rela
tions with Israel into accord with those practised by
the international community as a whole, both by the
United Nations and by all Member States that main
tain the decencies, of international intercourse.
99. My delegation will return. to this subject in the
proper committee at the proper time. Here I would
merely stress that the basic. duty of the States of the
Near Ea-st is 1'1ot to maintain boycotts or intrude into
each other's treaty relationships with third parties, /but
to negotiate directly for asettlement of their outstand..
Ing differences. Those who refuse to seek a settlement
by direct negotiation have no moral right to complain
before world tribunals because those problems are not
solved. When has any problem ever been solved in the
history of international relationsexcept by those who
agree to meet/for a negotiated settlement? Is there any
other government represented here which would receive
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the'kind of,~tortionW'hich the (Arab League now at...
tetnp,ts at Bonn and elsewhere would surelr be de...
scribed by' some such word as "blackmail' and be
recognized as one of the most despicable of offences.

. Why then should that concept here be asserted and
avowed in so sensitive a sphere of international rela-
tions? .

92. The Government of Israel has reason and justifi
cation to expect the early and unconditional ratification
'of the Israel-German compensation treaty.. We assume
-that the Government of'Germany understands the para..
mount international importance of this treaty. This
morning, The New YQrk Times reported from Bonn:

"Chancellor Conrad Adenauer asserted tonight
that\Vest Germany would stand by its restitution

, "agreement with Israel, and would not yield to the
jhreats o£ an economic boycott advanced by the
Arab League, 'I have signed, the German-Israel
agreement', Dr. Adenauer said in radio interview.
41 stick to my word.' "

93. The objection of the Egyptian representative, as
exemplified by the action in Bonn and by allusions made
in these debates, rests presumably upon the following
assumption. Egypt, or the Arab States, are in a state
of war with Israel; !,they are entitled to maintain a
policy of boycott to Serve that state of war; they are
further entitled to induce other States within the
United Nations and outside of it to identify them
selves with the alleged Egyptian state of war and also
with the blockade and boycott which flow from it.
Therefore, the argument goes on, Israel's trade may
legitimately be subject to pressures, controls and limita
tion.)~ imposed in deference to Egypt or other Arab
States. <01

94. It is here that this question becomes of much
closer concern to the United Nations, Let there be no
mistake. It is an international offence for any State
even to invoke these justifications of belligerency, let
alone to base international policies upon them, The
offence is not that other nations negotiate agreements
with Israel; the offence is that the Arab States do
not themselves negotiate such agreements with Israel.
The international illegality rests in the maintenance by
Egypt of its boycott and blockade, not in the refusal
of other governments to be marked by the infection
of that boycott and blockade. The Arab policy of
blockade towards Israel is something to be changed in
itself, not something to be communicated to other
spheres of international relations,

95. I wonder whether all Members of the General
Assemblv and of the wider public are aware that this
question"whether any State is entitled to ba~e its policies
towards Israel upon the theory of belligerency .has
been the subject of International adjtrdieation, The
principal organ of international security has pt;~nounced

a verdict of which, incidentally, Egypt is still in de
fiance, The discussion arose in the context of. Israel's
complaints to the Security Council against Egyptian
action in interfering with the' passage of commerce
and shipping on their way-to Israel ports under alleged
rights of blockade. In the course of condemning this
,Egyptian action and requiring its cessation, the Security
CouBcil made a clear and final definition, of the wider
pQlitieal and j u~idical issues involved. .
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States stand out in solitary and immaculate vittite,f't1ll
of .righteous indignation at our shortcomlngs, Such is
the picture presented by this most wraordinary agenda
which the Arab States have prepared fbr,~our political
committees at thi~1 session. I have felt a deep under..
current of desire amongst many delegations to see some
balance of humility restored in the :;pirit and tooeof
these debates. For this attitude of.grievance and de
nunciation is not jllstiF..~d by any objective reference
to facts.
10S. Has history in its broadest sweep, history 'in its
general line of movement, dealt harshly with the Arab
world? Look at that vast expanse of sovereign oppor'"
tunity extending throughout eight Arab States, cover..
inga- million and a- half square. miles, teeluint.with
natural and mineral resources, full of latent and poten-
tial wealth; a great region in which the wonderful de...
velopments of the American continent in recent cen-
'turies could well be inaugurated by the .. united and "
devoted efforts of its people, if they were all dedicated
to a vision of the future and not to rancours 'of the
past.
,~06. Mos,t of these $ove~eign::!es were recently estab
lished, There was not a.single independent Arab State
upon the surface of the inhabited globe thifty-five years
ago, Rar~ly in history has any people, attained a greater
measure of its national aspirations in so short a time.
The world ~ightly congra1:u!ates them upon that pro..
gress anq WIshes them well In the development of that
opportunity.
107. The United Nations and the victorious coalitions
of two world wars have contributed much by their blood
and sacrifice to this 'great Arab bounty. International
opinion througbout the United Nations has helped to
liberate many of these Near Eastern countries from.
foreign occupation. In one case, 'that of Libya, the
United Nations has itself established Arab sovereignty
in a new.andgreat area-s-en act to which the Govern
ment of Israel, notwithstanding the general climate of
our relations, gave wholeheartedassistance ..1lhrough the
exercise of what proved to be its decisive vote. From
a people thus endowed with strch a wealth of political
good fortune and national opportunity, the Unit6d
Nations may perhaps rightly expect a modification of
these harsh attitudes .and these vengeful demeanours.
108. Indeed,. it was this huge expanse of Arabsov
ereignty which stood before the eyes of the United'
Nations when the question: of Israel's right to state
hood came before it. The nations of the world pro..
nounced a simple truth. They said, "If it is right for
the Arab peoples to possess their vast continent, it can..
not be wrong for the Jewish people to enjoy the peace..
ful possession of''its more inodest but precious nome".
It was plain to every balanced conscience that there' is
no value whatever in an international philosophy which
would withhold from Israel in its infinitely smaller
domain the privileges.and opportunities with \V'bleh the
Arab people i$80 lavishly endowed, if

109. The Arab States now aspire to expand further
in oth'er large areas. These problems are complex, and
my delegation wilt express its views upon them on due
occasion, but is there not .some contracUction':ifi the
attitude of a national movement which begrudges to
its own neighbour, ,in the most modest measure, tho.$e
very rights and privileges which it c1aia.tts for itself on

fGr ~ter~ain claims or <:om~1aints pe1'sistent1y lodged
, agamst 1t by other governments which refuse to -ac..
f' knowledge its statehood and sovereign,ty and to seek

agreed settlements in accordance with· the basicpur
poses and principles of the Charter?
lOO. The General.' Assembly of the United Nations,
whose purpose is to reconcile differences and enc()tu:a~e
agreements, should not be used as ~ melancholy substi..
tute for normal international relations, as an alibi and
eVQ!sion for States which will not carry out the most

I elementary of their international duties, namely, the
establishment of norm~JJ~e1ations with their neighbours

, and the regulation of all conflicts and differences within,
the framework of those normal relations.
101. My delegation deeply regrets that the representa
tive of Syria, having also told the Governments of Is
rael and Germany what treaties they might or might
not sign between them, then went on to question

, J396th meeting] the existence of our statehood and
even resorted to expr~~$ions such a-s "all~ged Israel
State", Israel "authorities" and "community",
102. The emergence of Israel as a sovereign State
has on many due 0C?asions1.and especial!y within recent
davs, received suffiCient testimony of universal applause
and &)proval to enable us to maintain belief in our
statehOOd despite the strictures of the Syrian spokesman.
The only government in its area in which the ideals and
practices of democracy are held up; almost the only
country in the area in which individual freedom. is not
restricted by despotic monarchy or military dictator..
ship; the only State which, above all other-s in the area,
devotes its political freedom consistently and earnestly
,to the purpose of social and economic progress; the
only State in the area in which all adult men and
women have freedom to vote; the only government in
the area which is prepared without condition to enter
into full and normal relations with all other govern..
menta in the area; the only government in the region
which by sacrifice close to the very point of exhaustion
has given shelter and home to 750,000 of its kinsmen,
while the Arab governments of that same area volun..
.tarilv withhold permanent home and shelter and em
ployment from their own flesh and blood, whose flight
and panic those governments caused and whose re..
habilitation they have the full capacity to effect; the
only government in the area which, despite all attack,
refufics to abandon or renounce the ultimate prospect
of Israel-Arab peace. Such a people does 110t depend
for the credentials of its statehood upon the authority
or sanction of the Syrian representative. .
103. I speak with some detail on these affairs, be..
cause the agenda of this session is rather full of Arab
complaints against the world. Sometimes individual
governments are denounced for not reaching standards
satisfactory to the Arab States in.their polltical, social
and national progress, in their attachment to national
liberty, equality and fraternity, in their habit of signing
treaties without Arab permission,'or in their efforts
to solve the problem of minorities and civil rights.
Sometimes the United Nations as a whole is abused
'is being responsible for all international difficulties
because it does not always conform to the particular
objectives of the Arab world.
104. Here we. are, some fifty..four nations fu11o£ im..
perfections and sin, in a world in which the Arab
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rule 74 of the rules of procedure, therepresenta.tive of
Egypt has the right of reply, but I ahall call on him at
the end of the general debate.

116. Mr.. ENTEZAM (Iran) (translated from
F1'ench): Before beginning my speech, I should like
to express the complete surprise and sorrow with which
my delegation learned of the unexpected decision of
the Secretary-General, Mr. Trygve Lie. I sincerely shat'e
the ~e~re~ express-ed here .by the. speakers.. before ~e
and J0111 In the tributes paid to him, My collaboration
with Mr. Trygve Lie extends over a period of five
years, and during the fourteen months of my presi..
dency of the General Assembly it was most cordial,
Accordingly, I know his high qualities better than any..
one and it is my fond hope that' his decis~on is not
irrevocable and that the General Assembly WIll succeed
in persuading him to withdraw his resignation.
117. The annual session of the General Assembly,
which is the most important and most representative
of United Nations organs, provides an opportunity for
all Members of the Organization, large or small, to
review the work accomplished during'the year. Every..
one tries, in the course of that review, to express his
hopes as well as his criticisms, so that the United
Nations may avoid the errors of the past and go on to
ever greater perfection. The general debate gives us an
opoortunitv to put forward the views of our govern..'
ments on the various problems on the agenda and to
explain the policy they have followed in the fulfilment
of their duties as faithful Members of this eminent
international community.
118. For my part, I shall confine myself to some
h\';ef general remarks. I shall only enlarge towards
th~ end of my speech on a problem of particular interest
to my country, a problem which, as the Secretary-Gen..
eml puts it in-his annual report, is critical, and which,
in, ~pite of all our efforts, has not so far been solved,2
I have in mind, as you have doubtless guessed, the
problem of Iranian oil.
119. It would be wrong if we contented ou!sel!es
with heaping undeserved praise on our Organization
while denying the grave tension which is of concern
to all peace-loving nations. On the other hand, it would
not be right to give free rein to our anxieties and
disappointments with ~ ,I.) recognition of the servrces
rendered by the United Nations.
120. The basic cause of international tension lies in
the fad that the great Powers have not fUlfilled. the
hones that we had placed in them. In San Francisco,
wel. accepted the idea or, to be more precise perhaps,
we had conceived the hope, that co-operation among
the permanent members of the Security Council would
provide a solid foundation for the building of peace.
Unhappily, incessant disputes among the great Powers
have shattered that hope. Having to belong to one
group or the other is not conducive to the maintenance
o£ world peace, My country, like most small nations,
fervently hopes that the great Powers will find a
Wt1X to agree and.settle among ~emselves th~ dlspu.tes,
whi~h are propelling the world in such tragic fashion
towards the danger o£ .a t~ird world war•• To see such
agr~ement come into being rs our common Ideal, Yet W.e

. 11 See OHicial Recoras of the General AssemblYI Seven'h
Session, Supplement No. tA, p. 2. .
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so unlimited a. scale? Is Arab 'nationalism the only in
terest which has to be satisfied in the affairs o£,/~is
region? Is national freedom the prerogative of allpeo-
ples in our area or the mono~oly of one] .
110, We listened carefully and sympathetically when
the representative of Egypt outlined the achievements
of the new Egyptian regime in passing a law of agrarian
reform for the fair allocation of land. The leaders of
mv Government in Parliament did not hesitate to make
public the expression of their profound sympathy with
all efforts to cure the conditions of social and economic
oppressions which have prevailed in the neighbouring
Near East for time immemorial. .I am certain that all
liberal nations which heard about it welcomed the
adoption of that law and will react with' sympathetic
enthusiasm if it is implemented. '
111. But they consistently argue for the limitation
of vast estates, for an equitable distribution of land
and property, within a national community, and fail
to apply to international relations the identical concept,
namely, that each people has a right to its own corner,
however small, of this vast globe, in which its life and
spirit can develop in complete freedom and independ
ence. If you look at the map, you will see that the Arab
gov.ernm.ents are the vast estate owne.rs of !h~ Middle
East, objecting, unfortunately, to the most minimal con
cept of equal distribution of sovereign rights.
112. What art' enormous patrimony is theirs! Surely
their true destiny is to develop and fructify t~le vast
inheritance which they possess, under the Impulse
of their venerable and magnificent culture, and not to
brood in sterile vengeance over the tiny corner in which
Israel was born and now lives again. Surely a national-

. ism which proclaims freedom for itself. and. denies it
to others will losemuch of the moral credit which would
otherwise adhere to its cause.
113. Despite. all disappointments and denunciati~nsf
and notwithstanding our resentment at being provoked
into this superfluous ~xcha?ge, the ~overn1!1~nt of
Israel continues to believe In the ultimate VISIon of
Arab-Israel reconciliation. All other nations, itldhyWual..
ly and collectively, can help in that task.to the degree
that they actively sponsor and encourage direct .$~ttk~:
ments between the Arab States and Israel. and indeed
among all .governments and movements in that area
of the Middle 'East and central Mediterranean, whose
interests appear to conflict. The Hebrew t~ad1tiotl now
embodied in a free Israel preceded and indeed gave
birth to alicthe other great spiritual movements which
b3.ve given the Middle East. its eternal renown. We
do not now doubt that these two kindred peop;es-,-t'he
Arab States and Israel-scan unite their. strength to
build upon the shores of the. eastern ~edlt~1·tt1'1ne~n a
civilization worthy of their ancient and me?l~val. p~,~t.
'rhus .... while we defend our honour and lnte,\°l!:'st~ m
these' debates no less vigorously than we defll':ut1ed out
frontiers against equally unprovoked attack, it ~s upon
that paramountvisionof fraternity that we would rather
set our eyes and consecrate oUt effort.
114. Mr. FARRAG. (Egypt) (from the floor') ~ 1
wish to raise a point of order. My delegation .W*.~lt~. to
reserve the right to reply to the many points 'wh1eh
were raised by the representative of Israel.
115. The PRESIDENT ~ We closed the list (,f speak;
erg' yest~rdaY,at 5 p. m. 'o'clock. In accordance with

\ .~
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126,. The technical assistance activities of the Unitod
Nations have proved quite effective, and I should not
care to miss the chance of paying a tribute to the
~or~ of t~e United Nations and of the specialized agen
cies .10 thls respect. 1\4ay I also. add a word in expres
sion of my country's gratitude for the heIr extended
to uS.,.We nevertheless believe ,tbat technica assistance
c~n be effective only when accompanied by financial
aid, It has not been possible to secure such financial
aid for the development of the under..developed coun..
trie~, chiefly because .private c~pitalists have showu/Alo
desire to Invest theIr funds 111 the under..develojAed
countries. . .1
127. W,e consider th,at the establishment of a. fina~t:e
corporati?n on the. lines envisaged by the EconQ'b';ic
and ~o~lal Ccuncil would 'have t~e advantage, by
establishing confidence, of encouragmg foreign capt..
talists .to invest their capital in the l1nder..developed
countries.

128. In that connexion, I should like to add that any
foreign capitalist desiring to invest money in Iran
on the basis of regular commercial contracts would be
very favourably received.

129. We consider that the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development has not so far been
able entirely to fulfil the task laid upon it. The amount
of the loans it has granted each year is far below that
.requir~d by th~ under..devel?ped countries; according
to U111ted Nations experts; It should aim at granting
loans of up to $1;000 million a year to these countries.
It is notable that only $129 million out of the $1 500
million so far" granted in loans by the Bank have been
granted to under-developed countries, a sum which
bears no relation to their needs for purposes of eco
nomic development. It is desirable that, in the light
of. the need to expedite the development of these CO\1n..
trJes~ ~he Bank should make an effort to increase the
requisite loans.
130. We further consider that the creation ofa
spe~ial .fund. f?r th~ p~rpose of. financing non..setf..
Jiquidating' projects IS hIghly des1table. We therefore
trust that the Economic and Social Council will be
able to complete the study of the establishtnent of
such a fund at an: early date and report to the General
Assembly upon it.'
131. I should like to add that Iran has not so far
succeeded in securing the smallest of loans from the
Bank. Could it be that political considerations have
dictated the attitude of this international agency towards
my country? That is the question we are asking
ourselves.
132. The Bank's chief function is to place the neees..
sary capital at the disposal of the under..developed
countries so that such capital-in conjunction with
United Nations technical assistance-will help them
raise the standards o.f U,:ing of their peop.les. Unfor..
tunately, the Bank has disregarded that duty and has
not paid enough attention to the countries of the Near
Eas~1 mor~ .~speciallY.. Iran, th.us d.emonstrating.aa la.ck
of Impartlahty. The loans granted to Near Ealltern
countries are very small in comparison with those re..
ceived by the countries of 'Western' Europe.
~33. In the caseof ifan, the Bank, a_though recogniz..
lng that our economic programmes were word"y of
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should not like to have agreement among t.hegr.eat
Powers at tile expense. of the small countries. What
we want is an agreement. resting on'equity and justice,
that is, On respect for the fundamental principles of
Ithe Charter, without which a just and lasting peace
would be wholly inconceivable.
121. . In the present circumstancea a number of ques..
dolts call for our special attention. '
122. . The first is the war in Korea and the need ?\
put an end to it. We regret that th~ armistice negoti~...r-,
dons have not yet led to a successful outcome, andJ~t
is our most ardent wish that the near future will see
the conclusion of an honourable and equitable truce,
for there is no doubt that the present international
tension cannot be dissipated until there is an armistice
in Korea. '
123. The second matter of concerti to us is the armafJ)
meats race. While understandingthe just and legitimat~j
responsibility of each State to make preparations for
its national defence, we trust that i-t~·wi1l be possible to
reconcile the two propositions: prohibition of weapons
of mass destruction and effective international control

__ of the production of armaments. It is distressing to
note that, after six years of effort, not only has no real

. progress been achieved in the matter of the control
and regulation of armaments but that, on the contrary,
the diabolical race is gaining speed and is drawing off
the greater part of the world's material resources to
the bottomless pit' of ambitious rearmament plans.
124. The third matter which, in my Government's
view, is at the root of present troubles, is that the
colonial Powers have not been willing to recognize the
national aspirations of the non-self-governing peoples.
Iran is ready to give very warm support to those
peoples' claims, and we are grateful to the majority
of Member States which- voted for inclusion of the
questions of Tunisia and Morocco in the Assembly's
agenda. We ardently hope that wise and practical
solutions will emerge from our discussions and we are
convinced that the noble French nation, true to its
democratic traditions and to the principle of the free
dom of peoples which it was the first to proclaim in
its immortal Declaration of the Rights of Man in 1789
-for which history honours it-Will once again de
monstrate its liberal ideas and spirit of understanding.
The signs of the times cannot be ignored] the world
will no longer tolerate colonial methods, with all that
they entail in the way of encroachment on the rights
and freedoms of the subject peoples. The time has come
for the oppressed peoples at last to regain freedom so
as to take their place in the concert of nations.
125. The fourth matter which is a source of perpetual
trouble is the poverty in which more than two-thirds of
the peoples of the world live. It is impossible to envi
sage a truly lasting peace so long as millions of human
beings are deprived of everything and forced to .live
in ignorance, poverty and disease, for certainly those
suffering from such ills and social injustice may easily
lose confidence and be driven to revolt, even though
they enjoy political freedom. I feel scmeoptimism as
I refer to this point, since I recognize the services which
the United Nations and. the specialized. agencies have
rendered, despite limited resources, in helping certain
countries to raise the standards of living of their
peoples.
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competent in the matter-s-end, later, to the Security
Council [S/2357], in order to bring pressure against
my Government and to impose unacceptable conditions.
At the same time, it continued to resort to intimidation,
among other things by demonstrations of armed
strength close to Iran's borders and by an economic
blockade intended to weaken the resistance of our
people, who are defending their economic independence.
The United Kingdom Government itself recognized
those facts in the message it sent, jointly with the
President of the United States, to the Prime Minister
of Iran on 30 August 1952. Paragraph 3 (b) of that
message reads as follows:

"%i~r Majesty's Government would relax restric
tions on exports to Iran and on Iran's use of ster-
ling." .

139. All those measures were taken against an under
developed country whose people have a very low stand
ard of living, in order to protect the interests of a
company which has more than amply. recovered the
capital it invested and whose activity was not confined
to industrial and commercial exploitation. ,

104. That is how a great Power, a Member of the
United Nations, which has subscribed to the resolutions
adopted by this Assembly to promote the economic
development of under-developed countries, is ham
pering the legitimate efforts of my country to maintain
its political and economic control over the Iranian oil
industry.

141. The United Kingdom Government is one of the
three signatories of the Teheran Declaration of 1 De
cember 1943, in which the valuable contribution of Iran
to the common victory was recognieed, In that declara
tion, the United Kingdom Government, together with
the other two signatories, unequivocally committed
itself to help Iran, when hostilities had ceased, to
overcome the economic difficultius created by the war.
I should like to read, for your B~nefit, the text of the
Teheran Declaration: '

"The President of the United States; the Premier
of the USSR, and the Prime Minister of the United
Kingdom, having consulted with each other and with
the Prime Minister of Iran, desire to declare the
mutual agreement of their three Governments re
garding their relations with Iran.

"The Governments of the United States, the
,USSR and the United Kingdom recognize the as
sistance which Iran has given in the prosecution of
the war against the common enemy, particularly by
facilitating the transportation of supplies from over
seas to the Soviet Union.

"The three Governments realize that war has '
caused special economic difficulties for Iran, and they
are agreed that they will continue to make available
to the Government of Iran such economic assistance
as may be possible, having regard to the heavy de
mands made upon them by their world-wide military
operations and to the world-wide shortage of trans
port, raw materials, and supplies for civilian con"
sumption,

"With respect to the post-war period, the Govern..
merits of the United States, the USSR and the
United Kingdom are in accord with the Government
of Iran that any economic problems confronting Iran

•
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interest, refrained from granting the loans for which
we had applied on the pretext that Iran, having lost
the oil revenues, would be unable to repay its debts.
This pretext was invoked despite the repeated state
ments of the Iranian representatives in various inter..
national ~atherings that the oil revenues were only
an insignificant part of our national income and tliat
our economic position was strong enough to enable
Us to honour our debts. In any case, what connexion is
there between an application to the Bank for a loan
and the problem of oil?
134. Happily, Iran is one of the few countries which
has not contracted any external debt and, although my
Government's Treasury has received no revenues from
oil for almost two years, we have succeeded in main
taining our .economic independence and meeting our
financial needs in spite of external pressure on our
economy.

135. Should we feel called upon to press curiosity
further, we might be tempted to ask ourselves whether
the Bank's refusal to grant loans to Iran is not really
part of the' system of economic pressure devised with
a view to compelling my country to give way. Indeed,
we see no other reason why the Bank should have
gone so far as. to disregard the very purpose for which
it was created.

136. While we are still on the subject of technical
assistance, I should like to repeat here what I have had
occasion to say in previous speeches. I stated-and I
still believe-that if the meaning of technical assistance
and economic aid to under-developed countries were to
be explained, it would have to be said that States have
·realized that it is henceforward no longer possible for

.,some to base their happiness and prosperity on the
misfortune and misery of others. If this is the true
goal-that is, if all governments intend to co-operate
sincerely and loyally to improve the economic situation
and raise the standard of living of all peoples-how
can the policy followed by some States be explained,
States which are seeking by every possible means to
deprive other nations of the possibility of profiting
from the resources and wealth bestowed upon them
by nature? Iran finds it somewhat hard to reconcile,
011 the one hand, the persistent declaration that the
economic advancement of the under-developed' countries
is the prerequisite to economic stability and the main
tenance of peace, and, on the other hand, the lack of
any attempt to understand the Iranian Government's
action in nationalizing its oil industry as a decisive step
not only towards its political emancipation but also
towards the achievement of its economic development.
137. That remark leads me to recall the difficulties we
are encountering in attempting to benefit by our prin
cipal natural resource, oil. At the sixth session [344th
meeting], I had occasion to 'give you a picture of the
situation and to explain our reasons for nationalizing
the Iranian oil industry. At the same time, I explained
the difficulties created for us by the old company
operating under the protection of the United Kingdom
Government, 'A whole ),ear has gone by without any
improvement in our SItuation, and the suffering in
flicted on our nation has progressively increased.

138.1t will be recalled that the United Kingdom
Government first turned to the International Court
of Justice-despite the fact that the Court was not

I,
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put them in the Treaty fora very specific p1.trpose.
We wanted and we still want to preserve the inde..
pendence of Iran, to spare it any return t~ the
painful and hateful memory of the spheres-of-influ..
ence policy. In short, we wanted to allow that old
nation to live in peace."

146. What we ask of the United Kingdom Govern..
ment is that it should abide by the statements of Mr.
Eden, its present Foreign Secretary, and not permit
any disturbance of our country's indevendence an.d
economic life and of the freedom of action of its cltl"
zens. In a word, to quote Mr. Eden himself, for that
old nation to be allowed to live in peace,
147. I now come to the action taken In international
agencies. Unable to persuade the Security Council to
condemn us, the United Kingdom Government brought)
the matter before the International Court of Jl1stice.
In its decision of 22 July 19523, the Court not only
acknowledged that it was not competent; it made a
definitive decision on a point of law which had been
challenged by the United Kingdom Government. That
Government was maintaining that the alleged conces
sion of 1933 had been in the nature of a treaty and
that' Iran had violated an international commitment by
nationalizing its oil industry. The International Court
of Justice, in its decision, expressly stated that it could
not agree that the contract signed between the Iranian '
Government and the Anglo..Iranian Oil Company could
be regarded as an international treaty.
148. May I be permitted, on behalf of the Iranian
nation, to express our deep appreciation to the Se
curity Council and to pay a solemn tribute to the
International Court of Justice which, having recognized
the justice of our cause, has courageously taken its
stand on the side of law and not on that of force.
149. Following the Court's decision, Iran felt entitled
to regard the matter as settled, and, in order to prove ,
our goodwill, on 7 August 1952 we sent a note to the
United Kingdom Government stating that we intended
to resume negotiations with the former company. We
had hoped that the United Kingdom Government would
be ready to change its unbending policy and recommend
that the former company should apply to the Iranian
Government for the settlement of its claims.

150. On 30 August 1952, my Government received a
message from the President Qf the United States arid
from the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. To
this were attached certain proposals which, by their
very nature, were unacceptabl~ to my Governm~nt. The
part of these proposals relating to compensation was
very ambiguous and was subject to the proviso that the
legal position of the parties concerned, with regard to.
the submission of the case to the International Court
of Justice, should be that existing before the national
ization.

151. In order to make myself perfectly clear, I should
like to ouote the actual text of article 1 of the pro
posal attached to the message: "There shall be sub
mitted to the International Court of Justice the question
of compensation to be paid in respect to the nationaliza
tion of the enterprise of the Anglo-Iranlan Oil Com
pany in Iran, baving regard to the legal position of the

• See Anglo-Iranian Oi' Co, cast (jUrisdiction), Judgment
of July 22nd, 1952: I.C.I. Reports 19521 p. 93.
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at the close of hostilities should receive full considera..
tion, along with those of other Members of the
United Nations, by conferences ?r it;ternati?nal agen
cies held or created to deal' with internationaleco
nomic matters.

"The Governments of the United States, the USSR
and the United Kingdom are at one with the Govern
ment of Iran in their desire for' the maintenance of
the independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity
of Iran. They count upon the participation of Iran,
together with all other peace-loving nations, in the
establishment of international peace, security and
prosperity after the war, in accordance with the
principles of the Atlantic Charter, to which all four
Governments have SUbscribed.

ct(Signed) Winston C:aURC:aILL
"J. V. S'l'ALIN
"Frank-lin D. RoosEvELT"

149. On the basis of that declaration, my country ~as

entitled to expect economic assistance from the United
Kingdom Government; instead, it finds itself today t~e

'victim of economic pressure by that Government. It IS
interesting to recall the view expressed on several
occasions 6y Mr. Eden, the present Foreign Secretary
of the United Kingdom, on the services rendered by
Iran to the common cause during the last war. I shall
not mention similar views expressed by other British
and Allied statesmen. I am sorry that Mr. Eden is,
not here, because it is always pleasant to hear the state
ments one has made quoted.

143. On 17 October 1941, at a banquet in his honour
in the Palace of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs at
Teheran, Mr. Eden said that the United Kingdom felt
that it owed a debt of gratitude to Iran for the valuable
contribution that country had made to the common vic
tory. The United Kingdom, he said, also paid tribute
to Iran's contribution, throughout the centuries, to
civilization, to artistic and literary accomplishments and
to the evolution of human thought. Mr. Eden was glad
to express his heartiest good wishes for the happiness,
prosperity and greatness of Iran and to assure it that
the United Kingdom Government would give it all
possible aid in the future. '

144. Two years later, on 22 August 1943 to be exact,
Mr. Eden said in the House of Commons that "Iran
has faithfully kept its pledges to us and to the Soviet
Union. Our sole interest in Iran", he said, "is to see
that countrv happy, united and powerful. And we should
not at any cost like to see a reversion to the spheres
of-influence policy and other similar procedures which
made us unpopular in Iran 'for twenty years or more".

145. On 22 November 1945, Mr. Eden said in the
House of Commons:

'HIn the Treaty signed with Iran, we have made it
plain that we wished to interfere as little as we
could with Persian sovereignty and in no way with
its administration and security forces. We have given
our word not to jeopardize in any way the independ
ence of Iran and not to disturb the economic life of
the country, the application of Iranian laws, the
freedom of movement of the population and the
operation of its police force. It is not ~y accid~nt
that those words appear 10 the Treaty signed WIth.
Iran. We weighed and chose them carefully and we
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156. Moreover, the Iranian Government, which was
in urgent need of funds, asked the company, before
sending its representatives, to make available to the
Iranian Ministry of Finance a sum of £20 million
sterling, convertible into dollars, in partial payment of
the £49 'million which it owes us. That sum of £20
million corresponds, to the Iranian Government's share
in the general reserves of the company, as shown in the
balance sheet for 1951 and based on the 1933 agree..
ment. It bears no relation to the project known as the
Gussa-Golshayan agreement. According to the 1951
statement, the company's general reserves amounted to
£110,500,000 sterling. Of that sum, £81 million are
included under the heading of 'general reserves and
the remainder, that is, £29,500,000, are included in the
figure of £49,900,000 that the company owes the Iranian
Government. Iran's share in the general reserves, on
the basis of the 1933 contract, is 20 per cent. As the'
sum under that heading amounts to £110,500,000,
Iran's share comes to £22,100,000, which should be
reimbursed promptly to the Iranian Government now
that the oil industry in Iran has been nationalized.
It is on that basis that the former company was asked'
for the sum of £20 million as a down-payment•

157. The United Kingdom Government sent its reply
to the most recent proposals of the Iranian Govern
ment on 24. Octofer 1952.· In the reply, it revealed
what had always been .its objectives and intentions,
hitherto couched in vague terms. The letter clearly
proves that my Government's anxiety did not, as
contended in previous communications from the United
Kingdom Government, arise from unfounded misunder
standings, but rather was based on the real intentions
of the United Kingdom Government, which the Iranian
Government had succeeded in tmcoverlngafter much
effort and care. .

158. In the letter, the United Kingdom Government
clearly indicated that, when the matter was brought
before the International Court of Justice, it would
ask the Court, on behalf of the Angle-Iranian Oil
Company, to fix the amount of compensation to be
paid not only to cover the loss of the company's instal
lations in Iran, but also on the basis of the unilateral
denunciation of the 1933 concession. Is there a single
precedent in countries which have nationalized their
industries where compensation was paid to cover
profits the company had to forego owing to the breach
of a contract, even a private contract signed in good
and due form and perfectly valid?

159. The United IGngdom Government was asking
the people of Iran to pay damages for' the unilateral
denunciation of a contract entered into in circumstances
fully described, with supporting evidence, in the Se
curity Council by Mr. Mossadegh, the Iranian Prime
Minister. The United Kingdom Government claims
that Iran must compensate the former company not
only fOt: the loss,of its assets in Iran, but also for the
profits it had to forego. That is obviously unacceptable.

160. The .1933 concession has been vitiated; it is null
and void. But even if it was v~lid at first, it can 110
longer have any value or legal force since the nationali..
zation of the oil industry, because it would .then be
contrary to the purpose of nationalization which is,
essentially, to put an end to private profits.

•
parties existing immed'iately prior to nationalization
and to all claims and co~w.ter...claims of both parties."
You will realize that by the use of the words "the legal
position of the parties existing immediate'}; prior to
nationalization", an attempt was being made to revive
the contract imposed in 1933. That can, moreover, be
clearly inferred from the last letter sent by Mr. Eden,
the United Kingdom Foreign Secretary, to the Prime
Minister of Iran. ' ,
152. My country, which bad declared in good f~ith
that it was prepared to resume negotiations, expected
that, out of respect for international law and principles
and in order to ensure, peace, the United Kingdom
Government would change its attitude as a result of the
d~cision of the International Court of Justice. Unhap...
pily, the last message showed that the leading statesmen
of the United Kingdom were pursuing the same goal
as before, although they expressed themselves in new
ways, and were disregarding the feelings of the people
and the changes which had taken place in Iran and
other countries. In addition, they did not seem to be
giving international events all the attention they war
ranted. ..
153. In spite of all this, the Iranian Government, in
order to show the maximum goodwill 'and a spirit of
compromise,»replied on 24 September 1952 to the
joint mess~~ from President Truman and Mr. Chur
chill and mtue counter-proposals which must certainly
be acknowledged as very fair and practical. For
example, 1>lmy Government suggested that, as regards
compensation for assets which the former company
owned in Iran immediately before nationalization, the
amount to be paid and. the method of payment should
be fixed on the basis of any: law passed in any country
for the nationalization of any industry which the
former company considered favourable and would
accept.
154. My Government even went further-although
competence ill: the matter of compensation comes within
the province of the Iranian, courts alone-my Govern
ment, in order to prove its. goodwill and its desire to
reach a solution, stated that it was prepared to, accept
the arbitration of the International Court of Justice on
the amount of compensation to be paid for the assets
owned by the former company, as well as on the
Iranian Government's claims against the company.
Unfortunately, in its reply of 5 October 1952 to the
Iranian Government's letter, the United Kingdom Gov..
ernment made no reference to this point and completely
ignored these proposals, which clearly pointed to a
practical way of reaching an equitable solution.
155. Despite that, and in the belief that Mr. Eden's
message held a faint ray of hope which should in any
case be explored, the Iranian Government, in order
to avert a break in diplomatic relations, sent another
communication to Mr. Eden on '7 October 1952, em"
phasizing that its intention in submitting counter-pro..
posals was' to avoid loss of' time and to indicate the
practical and fair way to consider the claims and
counter...claims of the former company an~t the Iranian
Government. Once again, my Government expressed
its readiness to enter into conversations and, with a
view to reaching a final settlement as rapidly as pos
slble, invited the authorized representatives of the com..
pany to. Teheran to initiate negotiations within the
limits of the Iranian counter-proposals.
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168. ·A great Power which uses streh methods can
have no other purpose than to crush a peace-loving
people struggling with all its might to improve its'
economic condition. Let those who would sacrifice fhe
welfare of a people to the commercial profits of a
g~eedy company know that they must answer to pes...
terity for their actions.

169. Mr. AL..JAMALI (Iraq) : I had no intention-of
coming to the rostrum for a second time. But then the
important and serious speech made by Mr. Schuman
[392nd meeting], the leader of the French delegation,
moved me to ask for permission to speak again. This
afternoon, less than an hour ago, there was another
speaker who moved me to sa~ a few words, namely,
the representative of Israel. I shall begin by ans;wering
the latter first.
170. We are used to hearing .attacks on the Arabs.
It is the Arabs who took Jewish lands in Palestine,
It is they who occupied Jewish property and] Jewish
homes. It is they who made one million Jews tfJmeless.
That is why the Arabs are the aggressors. This is the
tone and the lang1.1age which we are accustomed to
hearing from Mr. Eban.

171. Pbta. has a very fine description of the unjust
and of the most unjust. The unjust; of course, is he
who does not do justice; but the most unjust is be
who, although he is most unjust, nevertheless ap~ars
as if he were the most just. Such is the picture which
we see in Mr. Eban's speeches arid in his attacks on
the Arab world.

172. Mr. Eban expects the situation and the attitude
of the Arab delegations to change. How can the Arab
attitude change? Has the other party done anything to
make the attitude of the Arab .delegations change? Has
it recognized Arab rights? No, the Arab attitude
cannot change, and Arab claims to their rights will
persist as long as the Jews do not recognize those Arab
rights in Palestine.

173. Mr. Ebanasked why the Arab States did not
settle tlie refugees in their own homes. Why should
we settle them 'when they have their homes 111. Pales..
tine? They have homes there which they are not pre
pared to give up and to abandon, no 'matter how much
money you give them and no matter what you do for
them. Their spiritual attachment to their homes is
something beyond the will of Mr. Eban or the wishes
of anyone in the world,

174. Yet we are the aggressors. We use "harsh lan
guage? We have not used harsh language. Our lan
guage is always the language of justice. We ask '£01'
our rights and the. rights of those people who have
been homeless.
175. As to the treaty between Israel and Western
Germany, the Arab point of view could be simply
stated in a few sentences.

176. To begin with, we believe that the harm done
by Hitler ultimately fell to the Arabs. It was the
Arabs who were the ultimate victims. Yes, the J~ws
did suffer, but the Jews were thrown on the Arabs in
Palestine which made the Arabs homeless. Wete it not
for Hitler, the Arabs of Palestine would have been in
their homes. Therefore, if there is any human justice,
it is the Arabs of Palestine who must get restitution.
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tot lYe' have not accepted the United Kingdom pro..
pesals, because they would mean that Iran would have
to consent to submit to the Court the question of eom..
pensation, not on the basis of the value of' the com..
pany's assets at the time of nationalization, to which
we had no objection, but on the basis of the so-called
1933 concession. In other words, we were being asked

'to pay, not only the value of the company's assets, but
also the profits which the company might derive from
Iran's resources if the 1933 concession were to remain
in force u11tH 1993.
162. It is plain that the Iranian Government could

, not, in the circumstances, consent to bring such a
dispute. before the International Court of Justice. We
had said, however, that we were ready to refer the
matter to the Court if the former company was claiming
compensation on the basis of the value of its assets.
The reason is simple enough: if the- former company
had wanted to submit its claims to Iranian courts, it
could have done so and the courts would not have had
to place any limitation on its claims. )3ut, as it wanted
us to waive the jurisdiction of our natural judges and
to bring the matter .to the International Court of
Justice for arbitration, that could not be done unless
the nature and .scope ·of the compensation to be
claimed had been determined beforehand. .

163, But what was our surprise to find that our gener..
ous offer was rejected as unacceptable, unf~irand

unreasonable I The United Kingdom GOvernment,
which, as I have just pointed out, had exerted all kinds
of economic pressure in the past year, chose to continue
in that course, maintaining its embargo on British
goods for Iran, continuing the economic blockade and
tracking down any oil tanker carrying Iranian oil---the
confiscation of the tanker Rose-Marie is only one
example.
164. Diplomatic relations are established between'
governments to maintain friendship and promote mutual
understanding and co-operation among nations. What
would 'be the use of those relations if they were pre..
vented from attaining their objectives by a lack of
goodwill ?
165. In view of the obstinacy with which the United
Kingdom persisted in that unfriendly attitude, my
Government was compelled, to its great regret, to
break off diplomatic relations with the United King..
dom Government.
166. It might be well to recall that the Prime Minister
of Iran said in his message to Parliament: "There is
no question of breaking off relations between our
peoples; it is only diplomatic relations that are broken".
For we are convinced that there are hundreds of'
thousands of people in the United Kingdom who recog...
nize that our cause is just and who, like all tlie people
of Iran, want to maintain friendly relations.
167. We know that the United Kingdom Government
will try in every way to distort the truth in the eyes
of the world and present the case in a tendentious man..
ner, But I am sure the world wi11not be deceived by
that propaganda and will remember that Iran decided
to break off diplomatic relations 0111y after the United
Kingdom Government had resorted to such inadmissible
methods as intimidation by force, embargo, blockade
and the freezing of Iranian funds and assets in British
banks.
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negative, he has no right to speak of peace, he has no
right to speak of a boycott and he has no right to
speak of Arabs being aggressors. The Arabs are onlv
on the defensive, and they will continue to be or. the
defensive. So much with respect to the statement by
the representative of Israel. '

184. I now wish to address myself. to the Chairman
of the French delegation. We believe that Mr. Schuman
rendered the cause of Tunisia and. Morocco a great
service by fully and frankly exposing the stand of
France before the world from the rostrum of the
United Nations General Assembly. His statement cer
tainly presents the basic difficulty in North Africa
emanating from an authoritarian and absolutist domina..
tion of one people over another without due regard to

. their wishes anel national aspirations. y."e wish, how
ever, to make the following comments on some of the
points made by Mr. Schuman in his statement last
Monday.' ,

185. Mr. Schuman is not right in thinking that those
nations which asked that the items on Tunisia and
Morocco should be put on the agenda have any intention
to cause injustice to France or to inflict any insult
upon it. On the contrary, I can speak for my country
in saying that we have no evil intentions towards
France, whose friendship we cherish and whose culture
and ideals we admire. We do not believe that by asking
that these items should be put on the agenda weare
undermining French prestige or this United Nations
Organization. Instead, we believe that by a friendly
treatment of the subject in the United Nations, which
might lead to the independence of Tunisia and Morocco,
France will be so much the greater and this United
Nations so much the stronger. W'e agree with Mr.
Schuman that the purpose. of this Organization' is .to
develop friendly relations and co-operation among
nations ; but friendship among nations can be achieved
only on the basis of human equality and justice for
3.11 nations. .

186. The principle of self-determination' of peoples is
certainly basic for any international friendship and.
co-operation. Friendship, if it is to be of any value,
should be based on the principle of mutual recognition
and mutual respect of the freedom of all those who are
nationally conscious and who desire their political
freedom.

187. We wish to assure Mr. Schuman that we consider
. the cause of freedom the most sacred in human life, and
when we ask for the political freedom and equality of
our brethren in Tunisia and Morocco we are not dis
criminating against France. We stood for the freedom
and independence of Indonesia. ' We stood for the
freedom and independence of Libya. We stood for the,
independence of Somaliland and Eritrea. And we shall
continue to defend and stand for the cause of freedom
everywhere in the world, irrespective of the power
dominating or the people dominated. Why did the world
plunge into two world wars? Was it not for the sake
of freedom? Did not the patriotic people of France
actual1;r organize underground forces to fight for their
liberation from Hitler's yoke? We believe that the
leader of the French delegation, who represents a coun
try of high ideals of freedom and equality, is not
justified in attributing discrimination against France
to those nations which asked that these items should

177.' 111 the second place, we believe that, so long as
the Jews in Palestine do not recognize Arab rights, and.
continue to be the cause of the misery of one million
ref~P":::?~ living in a state of destitution-no shelter,
ina~:}~te food, ill-health-and suffering fr0111 disease'
and degradation, the Jews forfeit their claims upon
mankind for any suffering they have had until and
unless they recognize the rights of these wretched
Arab refugees.

178. . In the third place, we believe that Israel is not
the legal heir to the Jews of Germany. That is a pre
cedent in international law which we cannot admit. No
Christian State in the world can claim to be the heir
of all the Christians of the world, and no Moslem
State can claim to be the heir of all the Moslems of
the world. This departure in international practice we
cannot admit. '

179. In the fourth place, we believe that any material
help to the aggressive State of Israel-and it is aggres
sive so long as it does not yield to Arab rights and so
long as it does not yield to United Nations resolutions
-should be opposed by us. We oppose helping and,
strengthening a State which is aggressive to our rights
and our privileges. It is for this reason that we believe
that we are entitled and free to negotiate with any
country to defend our rights. Just as Israel is free to
negotiate with Western Germany, we are also free to
undo the negotiations, if we can. We are all free in our
international relations,.' and Mr. Eban cannot dictate
to the Arab States their right not to counteract what
they do to harm the Arabs.

180. They complain of the blockade and of the eco
nomic boycott; all these will continue until Arab rights
are recognized. They have no right to ask the world for
sympathy. They have no right to accuse the Arabs so
long as they keep usurping Arab rights. They have no
right to say that the Arabs have vast lands and; there
fore, must give up their right to Palestine. It is none
of their business. They have no right to say that the
Arabs have plenty of riches and for that reason, must
give up Palestine. This is a very dangerous .precedent.
If you do the same to other countries, I am 'sure that
no national government or State in the world could
accept such logic.

181. The Arabs, therefore, stand 011 their rights. They
are not aggressors. They do not want to hurt anybody.
All they want to do is to remove the harm done to
them.

182. No matter how muchpropaganda is-spread and
no matter how eloquent the speeches are, it will not
change the attitude of the Arabs, and the fact of the
matter is that there is potential danger in the Middle
East until Arab rights are recognized. It is time that
the world knew these facts, and Zionist propaganda
should not blind the eyes and mind of the world to this
truth.

183. In. conclusion, I wish to submit two points from
this 'rostrum to the representative of Israel, If he
accuses the Arabs of injustice, is he willing to recog
nize Arab rights to Palestine? The second question is:
does he respect, and does his State intend to respect,
the United Nations resolutions as they stand today?
If the answer is in the affirmative, then he can accuse
us; ·he can come to talk to us. If the answer is in the

. '
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nizing their basic sovereignty, is' a contradiction in
terms. For Tunisia and Morocco are not parts of
France, They are sovereign States, and the United
Nations General Assembly certainly can, under Article
10 of the Charter, deal. with their problem. .

194. So much for the letter of the Charter, As c, for
the practice, this Organization has to its credit side
that it has made its contribution to the independence of
dependent peoples. Indonesia; and Libya both profited
from the intervention of this Organization. Eritrea
followed. Somaliland is yet to follow as an Independent
State. It is not undermining or weakening this Orga
nization to look to it for help in achieving freedom and
independence. This Organization need not be cautioned
or warned for its handling of 'the questions of Tunisia
and Morocco. On the contrary, it should be cautioned
and warned if it does not handle these topics and handle
them properly I so as to achieve \freedom and independ
ence for both Tunisia and Morocco on the 011e hand
and friendship and good relations between France and
those countries on the other. I "

\

195. We sincerely hope, with the representative of
France, .th~t this qrg.anizati<?n.\Wi~1 ~o its duty an~ will
keep within the limits of Its mission before history
when it tackles with wisdom and vision, guided by
the principles of the Charter, the questions of Tunisia
and Morocco. ,:, .'

196. Mr. Schuman often referred to the treaties be
tween France and the States' of Tunisia and Morocco.
We submit that these treaties are valid only in so far
as they represent the free will of the two parties con
cerned, and that they cannot be eternal. Treaties which
are imposed and treaties between unequal parties can
not be held morally binding on any people. If the
civilized world has reached' a stage of abolishing
individual slavery, it certainly should abolish national
slavery. The treaties between France and Tunisia and
Morocco, as described by Mr. Schuman, take the form
of complete subjugation of the will of the peoples of
Tunisia and Morocco to the will' of France. ,We infer
from Mr. Schuman's statement that .France is the
master of the destiny of these peoples and that they can
have no say against what France decides; nor do they
have the right of appeal against France. If this is not
national enslavement, we do not know the: meaning and
definition of the word "enslavement". We wonder if
this state of affairs is consonant with the principles of
the Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, to both of which we should all be faithful
adherents. Mr. Schuman. asks: "In the present dis
turbed situation, too often systematically fostered by
vehement propaganda, is it reasonable Or desirable for
the United Nations to interfere in affairs whichordi..
narily can and sh.ould be settled by the countries them
selves?" [392nd meeting, para. 101] ..
197. Our answer is twofold. In the first place, it is
because a state of ferment exists, of tension and blood
shed, that the United Nations must intervene. In the
second place, it is France, and France alone, which is
responsible for this state of ferment by its non-recogni-,
tion of the claims of the nationalists.

198. Instead of continuing negotiations and finding
friendly solutions, suppression, deportation and brutal
handling of the population-s-men, women and children
-became the rule of the day. Mr. Schuman speaks of
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be put on the agenda. On the contrary, these nations
have the welfare of France as well as of the people
of Morocco and Tunisia in mind when they ask f01" an
amicable settlement which will lead the people of
Tunisia and Morocco to their national goals.

188. The leader of the French delegation flatly con...
tradicts himself when he speaks of the non-competence
of the United Nations to deal with the subject, as being
a matter of domestic jurisdiction for France, while at
the same time he recognizes that the relations between
France and these two countries are governed by treaties
between France and two sovereign States, treaties
signed in 1883 between France and Tunisia and in 1912
between France and Morocco. Since he recognizes the
basic sovereignty of these States, we cannot see' how
Franco..Tunisian and Franco-Moroccan relations could
be matters for internal jurisdiction. .~'

189. Had France settled its affairs with these two
States amicably, responding to their legitimate national
aspirations, we should have had no qu~§tion of Tunisia
and Morocco before us today. But since France turned
its back on the nationalists and ignored nationalist
Mpirations, there are only two alternatives.

190. The one is to let the nationalist struggle continue
between the weak and unarmed people of Tunisia and
Morocco on the one hand, and a strong, powerful,
mechanized nation on the other. This leads to much
human suffering and ruthless destruction of life and
property and ultimately disturbs friendly relations be
tween France and those nations that are tied to the
people of North Africa by the ties of race, culture and
language, and those that are tied to them by ties of
humanity and love of freedom. The other alternative
is to use the good offices of the United Nations to bring
about a friendly settlement between France and the
people of North Africa whereby they can be assured
of the attainment of their national aspirations in ac
cordance with the principles of the Charter, while
maintaining friendly relations with France.

191. We certainly believe it to be a basic function of
the United Nations to handle this matter in such a
way as to remove international tension and to put into
effect the principle of self-determination of peoples.
This is especially urgent in the case of the people of
North Africa, who inherit a high civilization and culture
and whose contributions to learning in the past can
never be denied.

192, To speak of the non-competence of the United
Nations to deal with the question of Tunisia and Mo
rocco is certainly contrary to the letter of the Charter
and the practice of the United Nations. As for the
letter of the Charter, one should only read Article 1,
paragraph 2, of the Charter, which includes as one of
the purposes of the United Nations:

"To develop friendly relations among nations based
on respect for the principle of equal rights and sel£
determination of peoples, and to take other appro
priate measures to strengthen universal peace."

193. Thus, in the issues of Tunisia and Morocco, the
principle of equal rights and self-determination of
peoples is directly involved; friendly relations among
nations will certainly follow acceptance of thatprin
ciple. To consider the questions of Tunisia and Mo
rocco as matters of domestic jurisdiction, while recog-
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should be a measure for their attainment of independ..
.ence, We believe that political freedom should be recog,.
nized for any people who.. have developed political
consciousness, irrespective 'Of their riches or technical
achievements. How would most of us here feel, and
how would"France itself feel, if a technically supet'iol'
Power, much richer in resources and very highly de..
veloped, came to dominate us? Shall we acquiesce and
accept the fa~t that because we are technically inferiQt'
we must accept to be ruled by that Power? .

204. Mr. Schuman ·'spoke of French sacrifices and
expenditure in North Africa as though this was a jus..
tification for its continued domination therein. Did not
the United, Kingdom have similar claims over the
territories which it used to rule and which ha-ve achieved
their independence today? Is not the United Kingdom
greater today, after the independence of India, Pakis..
tan, Burma, Ceylon, etc., than when it was a great
colonial empire? We certainly believe it is. And we
sincerely hope that France will be no less great in
following the lead of the United Kingdom in this
respect.

205. Mr. Schuman spoke at length of the contribution
of France to the peoples of Tunisia and Morocco, but
he mentioned nothing about the great sacrifices of the
peoples of these countries to the defence and liberation
of France. Thousands of men from Tunisia and Mo..
rocco gave their lives in defence of France and the
free world in two world wars. They were promised,
during the war, that their national aspirations' would
be realized after the war. Should not this in itself be
a reason for their attaining their national aspirations?
In other words, we wish to say that the contributions
of the people of Morocco and Tunisia to France have
certainly been no less than those of France to these
territories, and that therefore there is no justification
for 'retarding their attainment of political independ..
ence.

206. Mr. Schuman evaded the issue of the independ
ence of Tunisia and Morocco by two assumptions. The
first is that it is France alone which can determine
the maturity of the peoples of Tunisia and Morocco,
itnplyi~lg that the peoples themselves have no say in
the matter, even if they are mature. The. second as..
sumplion is that'there is no need for national independ
ence, since the world today is moving towards supra
national entities and that the day for independent
nations is gone. '

207. We submit tfu'lt both these assumptions are un
acceptable when examined in the light of the Charter.
In the first place, France cannot claim. to be the sole
authority and judge qualified to decide. as .to the

. fre~do~ and independe~ce. of Tunisia. and .Mo~occo.
This VIolates the very principle of self-deter1nm~ttol\ of
peoples. If there were to be any standards for JudgIng
the fitness of a people for independence, they should
be of a. universal nature, and not dictated by France
alone. In the second place, we live in a world of
nations. No international co-operation is possible before
the nations are formed. If France wishes to co-operate'
with Tunisia and Morocco in a supra..national. organiza..
tion, it is for the independent and free nations of Tu..
nisia and Morocco to decide and to agree on this co
operation, and it should be entered into freely~ in a
spirit of independence, equality and fri'sndship.
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violence and terrorism in T1.Tnisia. The Tunisian people
are not terrorists. They are amongst the most peaceful
and best organized peoples of the world. They have been
sub]ected to repressive measures by the French author....
ities, 1t is against these repressive colonial measures
that they have arisen to defend themselves. The gov...
ernment of Mr. Chenik, which truly represented the
will of the people of Tunisia and which still enjoys
the confidence of His Majesty the Bey of Tunis, was
forcefullyejected 'by t~e ~rench authorities and its
members deported and imprisoned on 26 March 1952.
'I'his, QIDUpled with the deportation and internment of
other nationalists and labour leaders, provoked the
masses, who were ruthlessly bandled by the French
military authorities" killing innocent men, women and
children. ,

199. Speaking. of' violence and terrorism, we have
been informed that at the v~rymoment when Mr.
Schuman was speaking from this rostrum about the
alleged liberal policy and freedom of expression in
Morocco" the French authorities were carrying out a
wave of provocative measures against the peaceful
population of Morocco. . ,

200. Should France meet nationalist aspirations with
sympathy and unders~nding, ?1" should it meet th~m
with ruthless suppression? It is for France to decide
its own course o(action. But the world cannot remain
indifferent. It is needless to say that all those victims
in the struggle for national Iiberation are considered
as national heroes by their fellow citizens, just as
those Frenchmen of the "underground" who fought
for the freedom of 'France are national heroes today.
This is a truism in the history of modern nationalism
which Mr. Schuman cannot and should not ignore.
It isfol' this reason that we appeal to that great
nation, France, from this' rostrum of the United Nations
General Assembly, to stop suppressing the nationalists
of Tunisia and Morocco, to come to terms with them
and to harve sympathy ior their aims 'and ideals.
201. Mt. Schuman speaks 'at length of the contribu..
tion which France has made in the development of
Tunisia and Morocco, We do not wish,at this stage,
to question his claims concerning all that France has
done for the peoples of Tunisia and Morocco; we wish,
however to make the following observations: .
202 If France has made such a great contribution to
the •development of the~e t":o countries. in the realms
.of public health, administration, economics and educa..
don. for the last seventy years in Tuni.sia a!ld. forty
yeaes in Morocco, as Mr. Schuman claims, IS It not
time that it should let them be politically free and
independent today? It is certainly ,a well-known fact
that the people of Tunisia and Morocco a~e amo1?gst
the well-advanced peoples of the world. Their contribu...
dons to culture and civilization in the past are well
known. The fact that they have provided professors for
some French universities today makes them no less
entitled to independence than many of us in this
Assembly. Then should the French argument for
France's contribution to their development be One for
or against their attainment of independence? It is
certainly in favour of their attainment of independence.

203. We do not believe that the stage of econ~mic
and social development of any people, and specially
peoples of advanced cultures like the North 'Africans,
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movement of intrusion, to an aggressive expansion
which-has continued to the present day. The Arabs did
not create the Palestine problem; they are its victims.
This aggression is continuing and it must be stopped.
It is not the Arabs that have committed anyaggress·ion.
We did not seek the land of any other people" We did
not adopt principles and theories that would lead to
strife. We have been the victims of all that, and as
victims, we have come before the United Nations,
215. This expansion, which is continuing, is not based
on a philosophy of nationalism such as the Arabs have,
which, unfottunately, the Israelite representative tried
td misrepresent. The philosophy of Zionist expansion
is based upon a distinctionof race and religion.between
Jews and Gentiles, it is based on a discrimination as
to race and religion which we strongly oppose, whether
it takes a Zionist or an anti-semitic aspect.
216. Were it not for such distinction, why should the
Jews in different lands, where they enjoyed full #ghts
of citizenship, have considered themselves to be exiled
and attempted to enter Palestine? Why should thelr
loyalty to the countries in which they live as citizens
be shared by a loyalty to the Zionist movement, which
is bent upon the destruction of the Arabs?

"
217. As regards the strategy of this expansion, it is
very well known and it is clear0' The facts speak elo
quently. The strategy is based upon bringing Jews into
Palestine from foreign lands..;...it is immigration for
political reasons and not for humanitarian reasons. It
is for the political reason of founding a State, the
result of which is the discarding of the Arabs, The
result has been what we all know: not the allegations or
truths about the Hitlerite regime, but the very facts
in front of us, namely, a Palestinian nation of refugees.
That is the strategy of the Zionist expansion and that
is the truth, basic, clear and obvious. It cannot by any
means be made unclear or confused.'
218. It is very awkward indeed for us in the United
Nations to speak about the forcible repatriation of
prisoners of war in Korea-not of refugees, but of
prisoners of war, while the refugees of Palestine, whose
rights the United Nations has recognized-their right
to return to their homes-are forcibly prevented fr0111
returning to their homes by the very authori!ies which

. the able representative this afternoon has tried to de
fend. This is a fact; this is not confusion.
219. Speaking of reparations from Germany, I firmly
believe that the Israel authorities have forfeited all
rights to any moral claim of any kind by their very
action in Palestine. We Arabs are not opposed to the
r~stitution by Germany of rights.to indiyiduals, Such
rights should be returned to their proper owners. It
is exactly this that we claim for the refugees of Pales
tine: a restitution of rights and acompensation for
losses to the individual.
220. However, the treaty of reparations with Ger
many is another thing; it is a completely different issue.
It is not a restitution of individual rights, which should
be made, but it isa kind of reparation, a so-called
penitence by. Germany, an occupied Germany. This
moral obligation does net really exist.
221. Of course, we might find reasons here and. there
where some persecution was committed, but I Cannot
see how, out of that persecution, a robe of 'ilil,u'ocence
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200. We emphasize again thatFrance cannot be the
master of the destiny of freedom-loving people like
the people of'I'unisia and Morocco. We believe that
the people of Tunisia and Morocco are. mature. They
can become the masters of their own destiny. They
must achieve independence.
209. In short, w,e believe that the march of the times
and the spirit of the Charter demand a new outlook
and a new approach by France towards the problems of
Tuni$ia and Morocco. We appeal to Mr. Schuman that
France should continue its tradition of defending the
cause of the oppressed, as he puts it, and should prove
again its devoti~n to t~efreedom ~nd ~ignity of. indi
viduals and nations, We hope that It will prove In the
case ofTunisia and Morocco that it respects the national
ideal which France itself is proud to have served in
every circumstance, as he puts it. And.we wish to assure
him that nationalism need not be blind Or criminal
fanaticism. With the right approach to the problems
of Tunisia and Morocco, nationalism will prove to be
a force for international co-operation:... arid friendship,
and will release pent-up energies for human and cons
tructive endeavours.
210. We wish that France had itself satisfied the
natipnal aspirations of Tunisia and Morocco. France
having reached a deadlock with the nationalists, we only
hope that the United Nations may use its good offices
to bring about a happy settlement of these two problems,
asettlement leading to the independence of the peoples
of these areas as well as to their good relations with
France.
211. Achievements of national liberation could be
made protracted, sanguinary, and bitter. Such was the
process before the United Nations. Today, in th,e era
of the Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, is it too much to appeal to France to make
the national liberation of Tunisia and Morocco quick,
peaceful and friendly? This is the spirit of the Charter
and this is the way of the United Nations.

212. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish):
We have now completed our list of speakers. In ac
cordance with our agreement of yesterday to close the
list of speakers at 5 p.m., I declare the general debate
closed. However, before adjourning the meeting,.I call
on the representative of Syria to speak in reply to a
statement, in accordance with the terms of rule 74 of
the rules of procedure.

213. Mr. ZEINEDDINE (Syria): I realize that my
right is limited to a reply, and that the hour is very
late. I therefore do not like at all to enter into the
discussion of what the Israelite representative stated
this afternoon. However, he mustered his great skill
.and ability in order to make an impression on this
Assembly, an impression which surely needs to be
corrected. In fact, I confidently believe that his state
ment does not hold water. Allow me to state some basic
truths in order to bring Some light to our debate and to
try to dissipate the clouds of confusion which are being
advanced to destroy tile Arabs of Palestine.
214. First, no matter how controversial some of the
aspects of the Palestine problem are made to appear,
there is one basic, fundamental, over-all fact: the
Arabs of Palestine, living peacefully and calmly in their
homewland, were subjected, for thirty years, to a
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which is disliked bv the representative of the Israelh~
att1:hcJl'ities. By our uational liberation movement, We
,try to oppose imperialism and build liberty in its place.
Our national movement is one which seeks at the same
time national liberation and liberation from those ford,~
which made it possible fo.r dom.ination to take place.
The future of the Arab nations is one which should
give the Israelite authorities much thought. It is true
that about thirty years ago most of the Arab countries
were under foreign domination. It is equally true that
today a large part of the Arab countries are free,
something which has taken place during the last thirty
years. So much in thirty years, how much for the
future! The future is detinitely in favour of liberty
and liberation movements such as the Arab !novement.
226. Finally, it should be recalled that the Arab
national movement is one which we should like to see
firmly replace foreign domination; we should like to
see foreign domination replaced by international co
operation that we can build and which will be genuine,
real and true.

227. The PRESIDENT: I understand that the repre
sentative of Egypt is not prepared today to exercise
his right of reply. There are no more speakers on my
list.

The meeting 'rose at 6.45 p.m.
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is .being made with which Israel is to be clad. I do
not eee how we can try to cover actions with a cloak
of legality when. the actions themselves are essentially
illegal.

222. The third fact that I should like to put before
the Assembly is the following. Is it not true, as every
delegation knows, that of,all the resolutions passed by
the organs of the United Nations, Israel has not
agreed to put into effect anyone of them?

223. Her~ are the .refugees, there are the boundaries,
and there IS Jerusalem. All those things demonstrate
that a sense of international responsibility is lacking,
and any community which lacks a sense of international
responsibilitY!,l!oUld n<?t continue to enjoy the.support
of any delegalion which IS 'really peace-loving and
which would like to see the Charter applied.

224. We are faced by a movement which seeks at
this session to take the Palestine problem from the
United Nations and put it beyond the international
orbit.

225. Of course, Zionism and imperialism are en
twined. Zionism has ridden the crest of the tide of
imperialism and thrown its forces on Palestine. Of
course, we Arabs have demonstrated our dislike for
that imperialism by our national liberation movement,
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